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ILLINOIS AND THE RAILROAD QUESTION 1840-1860
.47

"The general assembly shall enoourage internal improvements, by
passing liberal general laws ot inoorporation tor that purpose."l

Thus did

.

the Constitution ot the State of Illinois plaoe upon the shoulders of the
lawmakers ot the state the responsibility ot providing adequate transportation faoilities.

It oannot be said that the Legislature ignored this duty,

but its eftorts in that direction were rather seriously frustrated tor a
period ot years by an aoute seotional antagonism whioh developed between
the northern and southern parts ot Illinois.
The southern part ot the state was settled prinoipally by people trom
the slave holding states.

Theyhad established a line of settlements along

the Wabash, OhiO, and Mississippi rivers,2 and pushed northward along these
waterways into the timbered lands and into the unglaoiated lead mining
distriots about Galena.

3

The northeastern seotion was settled, for the most

part, by emigrants trom New York and New England, who moved into the smaller
prairies between the rivers.

4

Over this area the Wisoonsin glaoier had

deposited a rich ohemioal oompound making it one ot the best agricultural
regions ot the United States.

Crop yields indioated that the Illinoisian
5

drift ot the southern and western parts was muoh less tertile.
These New
1. Fred Gerhard, Illinois As It Is, Keen and Lee, Chioago, 1857, p.160.
2. Paul Wallaoe Gates, Thelln-nors Central Railroad and Its Colonization
Work, Harvard University Press, Cambridge, 1934, p77;3. IbId., p.13
4.
p.l3
5. Ibid., p.S

mer.,

1

2

York and New England pioneers oonsisted of wealthy farmers, enterpfising
merohants, millers, and manufaoturers, who developed far.ms, built mills,
ohurohes, and schools, started towns and oities, and oonstructed roads.
In point of wealth and of institutions of higher oivilization they were soon

..,

ten years in advance of their southern neighbors, in spite of the fact that
the settlements of these neighbors had been established fram twenty to
fifty years longer.

6

Few southern oounties supported libraries, and the oounties most
7

distinotly southern in origin had a high peroentage of illiteraoy.

This

state of affairs has been partially explained as the result of geographio
oonditions.

A great part of southern Illinois land was marshy and swampy,

fully one third of the area of some oounties being under wa.ter.

Beoause the

early pioneer did not understand the laws of health and sanitation, ague and
malaria prevailed.

As a oonsequenoe the hardy emigrant from the southern

states developed into a shiftless, lazy individual whose prinoipal desire
was to be left undisturbed by the later immigrant to the north of him.

8

His

laok of sympathy with the thrifty, energetio nYankees" of the northeast
seotion amounted to a feeling olosely akin to hatred. 9 Beoause it seemed
more likely to benefit the northern inhabitants of Illinois and thus attract
a flood of the objeotionable New Englanders to the state, the settler of the
10
southern areas obDeoted to the oompletion of the Illinois-Miohigan canal.
6. Gov. Thomas Ford, A History of Illinois from its Commemoement as a State
in 1818 to 1847, S:-C. Griggs""'i"nd Company;-ctiioago, 1854, pp.27'§:"280;
llrthur Cnar~Cole, The Era of the Civil War 1848-1870, Centennial
Commission, Springfield, 19l9:-p:14.
7. Allen Johnson, tlIllinois as a Constituenoy in 1850" Iowa Journal of
History and Politics, III, 402 July, 1905.
-----8. Gates, p.9.
9. Johnson, "Illinois as a Constituenoy" p.402.
10.~., p.402.

3
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The settlers in the northern seotion of the state were no less hostile.
Southern Illinois had won a reputation as an unhealthy area.

11

Frequently

the reputation as an unhealthy area inoluded the entire state, an error
12
whioh, of oourse, the northern inhabitants resented.
The publio press was

....

used extensively and forcibly to oounteraot this notion.

Great pains were

taken to point oub the difference between the two seotions, always to the
13
disadvantage of the one to the south.
The r.su1t of these various oontroversies was a breaoh between the seotions Whioh affeoted state polioies for
some time.

Ever since the entrance of the pioneer farmer into the West a satisfaotory means of transporting his produots to market had been one of his oubstanding problems.

During the late forties the inhabitants of Illinois se

to beoome even more aware that their state' 8 development was being retarded
to an immeasurable degree by the laok of adequate transportation faoi1ities.
The Mississippi and Illinois rivers were the main arteries of trade.~ut
river improvemnt to make these, as well as other streams, navigable at all
15
times was aided by neither State nor Federal government.
Common roads and
stage roads were of a very poor sort, and thirty-six oounties where lived
two-fifths of the staters popUlation had only these unimproved mud roads
17
over whioh to get their orops to market.
The I1linois-Miohigan oana1,
begun in 1825 and oomp1eted in 1848, did increase the interest of settlers
11. Gates, p.§
12. Ibid., p.10.
13. ~l, p.10.
14.
p.14.
15. Cole, p.27.
16. Gates, p.14.
17. Cole, p.32.

mer.,

4

in the prairie lands, but only in its immediate vioinity.

18

Ferti!e regions
located even twenty miles from a oanal, river, or lake remained untouohed. 19

The rioh prairies of the eastern counties were no matoh for the less fertile
areas of the extreme southern and northern portions of the state.

In the

.47

late forties one-third of the land of Illinois remained in the hands of the
Federal govermnent, for settlements any distanoe from navigable rivers 'Were

.

not made because of the oost and inconvenienoe.of transportation.

Farmers

found it impossible to raise their produce for the small prioe it brought.
Some held it over until spring when it could be shipped by way of the
Lakes to New York. 20

Gre~t

The farmers on the Rook river required five days to

market thirty bushels of wheat and received not more than ten or twelve
dollars in oash for their load.

Farmers fran the southern oounties often

brought green and dried apples, butter, hams, baoon, feathers, eto. to
Chioago from a distanoe of two or three hundred miles.

They oamped along the
21
way and saved enough to buy a few bags of ooffee and some salt.
Mining was also at a disadvantage because of inadequate transportation.
There existed oonsiderable mineral wealth to be tapped, but only that 'Whioh
22
was oonvenient to a market was being mined.
As a solution to this problem railroad construotion seemed to be the
most promising.

The need for an opening up of the resouroes of unsettled

areas by a north and south route was manifested, and a few oross-lines which
might be used as oonneotions with the eastern trunk lines to the Atlantio
18. Gates, p.20.
19. Cole, p.32.
20. Mabel MoIlvaine, Reminisoenoes of Chioago During the Forties and Fifties
Lakeside Press, Chioago, 1913, P:74-75.
21. Ibid., p.75.
22. C"O'i'e, p.32
Howard Gray Brownson, Hist0ihaof the Illinois Central Railroad to 1870
University of Illino:lS, Crb_A91o pel!
- -

5

and with the Mississippi water route seemed desirable.

In additio( to these

rather general demands, isolated communities were anxious for short lines to
oonneot with undeveloped mineral deposits, near-by markets, and navigable
water routes.
~

To satisfy these desires several projeots seemed

wort~

of support.

There was the proposition for a oentra1 railroad from Cairo to the terminus
of the Illinois-Michigan oana1 with branches to Galena and Chicago, the

•

suggestion of a oonnection between Chioago and Galena as a continuation of
the Michigan Central and as a link between the Atlantic coast and the
Mississippi river; the idea of an extension of the Northern Cross road from
Springfield and from Meredosia to complete the "lateral bisection of the
State;" and the mention of a line between Springfield and Alton with the
23
possibility of a later extension northward to Chioago.
In the whole s.ystem Cairo was commonly thought of as the southern
market for Illinois, and Springfield as the halfway station.

It was

genera1~
AP

conceded that Alton and Galena would have the advantage of being termini and
that plaoes like Rockford would be rescued from iso1ation. 24
During the fall of 1835 Honorable Sydney Breese called attention to the
plan tor a central railroad to conneot the southern terminus of the IllinoisMichigan canal with the oonfluence of the Ohio and Mississippi rivers at
Cairo, but failure to unite this projeot with the oanal for whioh an
appropriation of one half million had been granted resulted in a railroad
oharter being given to the Cairo City and Canal company.25 This oompany had
23. Cole, p.33
24. Ibid., p.33
25. Alexander Davidson and Bernard Stuve, A Complete History of Illinois trom
~-1884, R.W. Rokker, Springfield, 111.,1884, p.S7S.

6

been originally incorporated to oonstruot dikes and levees to prot3Ct
Cairo and the adjaoent oountry during flood periods.

Its inoorporators

were Darius B. Holbrook, also the oo.mpany's president, Miles A. Gilbert,
John S. Hacker, Alexander M. Jenkins, Anthony Olney; and William M. Walker.

26

"7

Applioation was made by this oompany to Congress for aid by preemption, but before anything was done the State of Illinois entered upon a
great internal improvement system in 1837.

Th~

state, not wishing a rival,

demanded the surrender of the oharter it had granted to the Cairo compa7l¥.
The surrender was made on the oondi tion that the state build a road from
Cairo through Vandalia, Shelbyville, Deoatur, Bloomington, Peru, and by way
of Dixon to Galena, but the grand s.ystem enoountered finanoial diffioulties
and collapsed in 1840.

By an Aot of Maroh 6, 1843 the Cairo oompany under

the title of the Great W&stern Railway Company was granted the power to
construot a road through the above mentioned places to the southern terminus
of the Illinois-Miohigan oanal.

In addition to the usual franchises the

oompany was guaranteed that all lands that came into its possession either by
donation or purohase were pledged in advance to seoure the payment of all
27
bonds and obligations of the oo.mpa7l¥.
An Aot of March 3, 1845, repealed
this charter, but by this time the people of Illinois were beooming very
serious minded about railroad buildiXlg within their state.
On January 23, 1847 the people of Fayette oounty held a public meeting
at Vandalia and adopted a number of spirited resolutions. 28

In oammentiXlg

upon it the Chicago Weekly Journal stressed the importance of a central

26. ibid., p.57S.

27. !S:rcf., p.574.
28. Eci'I'torial in Chioago Weekly Journal, February 8, 1847.

7

railroad not as a mere looal interest. but as a universal advaDtag3' to the
29
whole oountry.
On l4ay 3. 1847. the same paper oopied an article from the
state Register expressing the hope that a Chicago and Galena railroad would
be brought to a speedy oompletion.

An

editorial commenting upon a central
....,

railroad in another Chicago paper stated, "It may be compared to a new river
opened through the State, superior to the Mississippi and Illinois. or the
Ohio and Wabash. because al....ays navigable, and.. free from the malaria, so
30
31
fatal to human life, ....hioh their waters sometimes engender."
An article
reprinted from the

Mini~

Journal

~Railroad

Gazette advooated a

central

railway from Cairo to Chioago as one most satisfaotory to all conoerned.
The general interest of the people of Illinois in railroad construction
is evidenced during the forties by the numerous meetings held and memorials.
petitions, and resolutions presented to Congress in favor of railroad 1egis1ation.

The oitizens of Chicago met at the Court Bouse January 18, 1848 to

..

take some aotion on the subjeot of a railroad to connect the upper and lower
Mississippi and the Great Lakes.

The gathering

unan~ous1y

adopted resolu-

tiona that such a road would be beneficial to both the state and the Union.
and that the Senators and Representatives should be requested to exert their

power to pass a law giving the State of Illinois the right of way and the
32
necessary land grants to build the desired railroad.
On Januar,y 13, 1848,
Senator Douglas had already presented a petition from Illinois citizens
33 It is apparent that the matter could not be
making a similar request.
29. Ibid., Feb. 8, 1847.
30. idErorial in Chicago Daily Journal. Jan 18, 1848.
31. Editorial in Galena Weekly Jeffersonian, March 23, 1848.
32. Editorial in Chicago Daily Journal, January 20, 1848.
33. Globe, 30 Congress, 1 session, iV!I, p.170.

8

plaoed in the background, for on January 30, 1849, another resolutfon of the
state of Illinois was presented in the Senate.

It favored the securing to t

states of Illinois and Indiana land donations contiguous to the Alton, Mount
Carmel and New

Alba~

Railroad.

At the same time there was presented a

.."-,

resolution favoring a grant of public land to aid in the construction of the
Central and Northern Cross Railroad. 34 Another memorial with a similar objec35
tive was presented on January 31, 1849.

•

The Illinois-Michigan canal was completed in the spring of 1848, and the
faot that heavy traffic began immediately, and that by 1850 and 1851 the
limits of the oanal were so nearly reaohed that oertain restrlctions were
neoessary, is an indioation ot the great need of adequate transportation.
The opening of this oanal aided the entire upper river valley.

Lookport,

Joliet, ottawa, La Salle, and Peru shared the prosperity, but Chicago whioh
was growing in importanoe as a lake port received the greatest advantage. 36
However, the settlers of downstate areas derived no direot benefit from this
projeot, and they grew more resentful toward what they oonsidered a disorimination polioy on the part of the State Legislature.

The old Northern Cross
37
from Meredosia to Decatur was the only road in their vioinity before 1850.
They began to olamor for aid in railroad oonstruction, but their problem grew
more and more diffioult beoause of a rivalry that developed between seotions
of the state over cross-state enterprises.
Those who found St. Louis their best and nearest market frequently
petitioned the State Legislature to grant oharters to railroads to cross the
34. Globe, 30 Congress, 2 session, XVIII, 394.
35. Globe, 30 Congress, 2 session, XVIII, 409.
36. Cole, Era of the Civil War, 29.
37. John M~s;-I11JLnois, HIStorioal and Statistioal, Fergus Printing Co.,
Chicago, 1889, 568.
---

9

the state from Vincennes, Terre Haute, and other points on the Wabtsh to
terminate at a plaoe opposite St. Louis, but the Legislature just as fre38
quently saw fit to rejeot them.
At a speoial session ot Ootober 1849 the
Legislature again refused speoial oharters to the Vinoennes and St. Louis
~

railroad, and also established a general railroad inoorporation law so
defeotive that no

oomp~

oould well organize or operate under it without

further legislation. 39

•

The attitude of the Legislature of Illinois was further shown by the
principles adopted by it and known as "State

Poli~.~

A deolaration ot

these prinoiples was passed on November 3, 1849 by 43 to 27 in the House and
40
with only two opposing votes in the Senate.
These prinoiples guided and
controlled the legislation oonoerning railroad building in Illinois from
41
1849 to 1854.
Following is a summary ot the resolutions pronounced by the
42
Legislature and known as "State Policy."
The geographio position ot Illinois is one
ot the greatest natural advantages for
railroad building and under a wise legislative
polia,y would promote the welfare of the state.
2. The prosperi~ ot a state depends in part upon
the number and extent of flourishing towns, cities,
and villages.
3. Any internal improvement which discourages or
impedes the growth of towns, oities, or villages
should not be enoouraged.
4. The sixth seotion of the tenth artiole of the
State Constitution should be oonstrued to mean
that the general assembly shall enoourage
improvements to promote internal rather than
external interests.
bavidson and Stuve, 503.
Ibidl, 564.
Ibid., 564.
Ibid., 562.
Ibid., 565.
1.

~8.

39.
40.
41.
42.

10
5.

6.

A railroad from the eastern boundary of
Illinois to a point opposite st. Louis
would without doubt benefit St. Louis and
impede the growth and prosperity of oities,
towns and villages on the Illinois side of
the Mississippi.
The state should enoourage the oonstruotion
of railroads from the Atlantio seaboard to
its eastern boundary, and promise to grant
them a right of way across Illinois, but
with the reserved privilege of fixing the
termini.
The oonstruction of a oentral railroad is
of great importance and taws proposing to
oomplete such an undertaking should be
encouraged providing they do not infringe
too much upon the natural advantages of the
state's looation.

c·

"7

7.

This plan proposed to develop great oommeroial oities within the
boundaries of Illinois.

Those who direoted "State Polioy" felt oertain that

this could be accomplished by oontrolling the extension of the railroads
which already touched the state's eastern boundary.

The managers of the

Eastern roads were looking toward the trade of the Mississippi valley, and
any line that would reach that thriving region and its mighty river north ...
of the Ohio must oross the state of Illinois. 43
of these oross roads seemed vastly important.

The looation of the termini
If the railroads oouldn't

be routed to aid the development of oOlIDIleroial oenters within its boundaries,
certainly they should not be granted the right of way where they would oontribute to the material advantage of oommnnities outside of the state.
"State Policy" advooates were determined that none of these oross roads shoull
44
terminate at st. Louis.
Alton, Illinois, looated near the mouth of the
Missouri, was oonsidered as favorable a oommeroial site for the distribution
43. Allen Johnson, Stephen!. Douglas, The Maomillan CompSll¥, New York,1908,
p.167.
44. Ibid., 167; Davidson and Stuve, 562.

-

-
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of goods between the East and the West as st. Louis.

4'

Therefore thOse in

oontro1 determined that Alton must be made the terminus of oross roads from
45
the East.
Early in 1849 the Legislature of Indiana presented resolutions relative
....,
to the right of way of the Ohio and Mississippi railroad aoross Illinois to
the oommittee on internal improvements in relation to railroads in Il1inois~S
The oommittee objected to any suoh grant, and , general railroad inoorporation
law was opposed and defeated for the following reasons. 47
1. Suoh a law would permit any railroad, domestic or foreign,
to ohoose a route aoross the state with no consideration
of the seotion's interests. This would be an unjust
infringement upon private property.
2. It might be detrimental to other roads already built or
ohartered; surely in bad faith to them.
3. A road might be built on the line of and in oompetition with
the state's great projeot, the I11inois-Miohigan oanal. This
would be injurious to the state insofar as it would surely
decrease the revenue derived from the oanal, and it would
also be unjust to the bondholders.
4. The last mentioned reason would induce shrewd oapita1ists to
be hesitant in investing in similar projeots. Hence all suoh
improvements might be delayed.
5. Ruinous competition would be bound to arise.
S. The contention that the large oities of the Mississippi
valley oou1d not be in Illinois was deemed foolish.
7. If the statesmanship of Illinois compelled oross roads to
oonverge at a point within Illinois, oapital and wealth
would be bound to be drawn there and result in a great
oity and oommeroia1 Qenter.
8. Ter.mini of oross roads if 100ated in Illinois ~u1d beoome
rivals of st. Louis.
The last mentioned reason was an outstanding one, and the antagonism was
in no way lessened by the action of the Missouri Legislature during the
winter of 1849.

It levied a tax on all merchandise that was sold within the

limits of Missouri, whioh had been grown, produced, or manufaotured in any
45. Johnson, 1S8
46. Editorial in Illinois Repub1ioan, Belleville, February 7, 1849.
47. Davidson and stuve. 562; Illinois Republioan, February 7, 1849

12

state. 48

Such a sales tax seemed oontrary to ever,y prinoiple of j~stioe

and it aroused great dissatisfaotion.
press.

It was severely oriticised by the

The Illinois State Register 49 pointed out that it hit two ways.

Not

only did it tax produoe sold in Missouri, but also the goods purohased there#
.47

for# on acoount of it# prices were raised.

Even the press of St. Louis

declared that it was a plan coming from souroes more "antagonistic" than
"promotive" of the oity's interests.

It was

f~lly

repealed by the Supreme

Court of Missouri# but not until oonsiderable harm had been done.

It had

served to strengthen the prejudioe of Illinois toward St. Louis, a prejudice
already there toward a rival cammercial center. 50
However, the antagonistio jealousy of the northern part of Illinois
toward St. Louis was not shared by the people of the southern section of the
state.

St. Louis was already a market for their produce, and they aoknowl-

edged as a very great advantage ever,y railroad that would pe built across the
state to terminate at St. Louis.

...

They felt that they were being called upon

to saorifice very real benefits for northern interests. When the northern
oanal was opened they had bitterly resented the disorimination which they
felt was being practiced against them. 51 People elsewhere took up the
grievances of this southern area.

The press of St. Louis, Cincinnati, and

New York deolared that "State Policy" would prove ruinous to the southern and
middle sections of the state, and proolaimed it merely an Alton influenoe
without any thought of the result it might have upon the general welfare of
the people of Illinois.

As early as 1835 certain influenoes in the state had

48. Davidson and Stuve 564.
#

49. Editorial in Illinois State Register, November 8, 1849.
50. Davidson and Stuve, 564.
51. Johnson, Stephen !. Douglas 168

13
begun making a definite effort to build up Alton as the "emporium ~f the
52
Mississippi val18~n

An Ohio and Mississippi road from Vinoennes and Cincinnati to St.Louis
had been rejected because it violated "State Polioy." and for the same
~

reason the Atlantio and Mississippi railroad met with opposition when it
sought to construct a line from St. Louis to Indianapolis or Terre Haute. 53
In referenoe to this latter refusal a Belleville editor printed. lilt is
soaroely necessar,y to say that this charter for the Mississippi and Atlantio
Railroad was defeated in the Legislature of Illinois by local jealousy."54
The inhabitants of southern Illinois were evidently enough disturbed
to demand some action. for at the olose of the winter session of 1849.
eighteen or twenty general assembly members from the counties opposite St.
Louis issued a stirring address to their constituents and to all oonoerned.
They stressed the injustioe that had been done to them by the Legislature
and

reminded their people that the north had been denied nothing while the

south was blooked on ever,y path whioh might lead to improved transportation.
These general assembly members appealed to their constituents to send at
least ten delegates from eaoh oounty in the portion of the state affected to
a railroad oonvention to be held at Salem in June for the express purpose of
55
devising some means for obtaining relief.
The oonvention met as planned. and was attended by at least four
thousand people.

Ex-Governor Zadock Casey presided over the meeting. and a

Mr. Wait of Bond oounty gave the principal address.

He pointed out the

injustices that were being heaped upon the aggrieved seotion through whioh
52. Davidson and Stuve. 565-566.
53. Cole. 33.
54. Editorial
I

14
4'

the Ohio and Mississippi railroad would run, and emphasized the advantages
of St. Louis as a market for the produce of this area.

He rebuked the policy

of the Legislature of Illinois, and advised requesting the governor of the
state to convene the Legislature in an extraordinary session for the purpose
of passing a general incorporation law with l{beral provisions. 56 One of the
resolutions adopted by the convention leaves no doubt concerning the
membersf opinion of what such a law should be.!7

"Resolved, That the only

general law that oan be passed under the Constitution must extend the privilege of making roads from and to any and all places our people desire, that
8ll¥ attempt in such a law to fix the termini of roads, will be special and

sectional, and ent irely unwarranted by the Constitution."
Before the meeting adjourned it agreed to recommend that the people
throughout the country arrange for gatherings in their local districts and
do all in their power to urge the desired measures.

Frequent accounts of

railroad assemblies indicate that the recommendation was taken seriously58

..

by those interested in railroad improvement in southern Illinois.
Governor Frenoh, who was interested in the Ohio and Mississippi road to
st. Louis, was present at the Salem oonvenbion.

He and the Democratic

machine of Springfield were definitely opposed to "State policy.n 59 The governor concluded that the people were generally aroused over the railroad
issue, and that a great impetus for railroad construction was about to be set
in motion. He therefore issued a proclamatmon for a special session of the
56. navidson and Stuve, 563.
57. Editorial in Illinois Republican, Belleville, June 12, 1849.
58. Illinois Republican, March 27, 1850; September 11, 1850.
59. Cole, p.34.
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Legislature in October 1849, and requested that it make the subjeot' of rail60
road legislation one of its ohief considerations.
In the meantime, however. the "State Polioy" advooates were not remaining entirely inaotive.

They entitled the Salem Convention "The Rebellioh

conclave, a Rebellion against our own
Governor French.

state,,,~l

and they bitterly attacked

To counteraot the influenoes of the Salem Convention they

sUllDlloned their adherents to meet at Hillsboro ln Montgomery County on July
10, 1849, for they were determined to prevent any influence from gaining
enough strength to terminate a oross-road outside the borders of Illinois.
The oonvention was not held until Ootober 4, 1849.

It inoluded a huge barbe62
oue, and the attendance was estimated at from eight to twelve thousand people,
representing fifteen or more oounties.
63
sented.

The Alton interests were well repre-

The Hillsboro Convention passed a resolution approving the action of the
Legislature at its last session.

..

Its refusal of charters to railroads lead-

ing to St. Louis was in perfeot accord with "State Policy."

The condemnation

of Governor Frenoh for oalling an extra session of the Assembly that month
was so bitter that the oonvention was severely oriticised for it. 64

It

agreed to ask for the immediate adjournment of that body as soon as it had
elected a United States Senator and before it took any aotion upon the railroad question.

65

Apparently not at all abashed, when the speoial session

assembled Governor Frenoh oalled attention to the authority of the Legislatum
60. Cole, 34-35; Davidson and Stuve, 563.
61. Cole, 34.
62. Ibid., 35. Davidson and Stuve, 563.
63. Davidson and Stuve, 563.
64. Editorial in Illinois State Register, October 11, 1849.
65. Davidson and Stuve, 564.
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to pass laws regarding internal improvements, and he even recommended that
they provide a general railroad law to settle the many

.

oontrovers~es.

66

The supporters of "State Policy" were powerful enough in the Legislature
to vote down any direct form of the St. Louisjroject, but its opponents
wielded sufficient influence to obtain a general railroad incorporation law.
The law pa.sed by the Legislature and approved by the governor required that
every road secure a special right of way and l;gislative action to determine
its termini.

67

In spite of this 19w the demand for a cross road to st. Louis and for a
more satisfactory general railroad law continued, but of the

~

enterprises

suggested and sought after the most popular one was that which provided for
a central highway to extend from the northern area to the southern tip of
Illinois.

It was supported by all sections and by both "State Policy" and

anti "state Policy" parties. 68

.TI!!. Mining

Journal ~ Railroad Gazette, a

Galena publication stated,
Though the policy of our State is to send southern
business eastward by way of the lakes, publio
sentiment can only be quieted and controled on this
subject by one method - there must be speedily constructed a good and expeditious route from the head
of the large steam boat navigation on the Mississippi
to the east by way of the lakes. Such an one - and
I venture to affirm the only one which the entire
Northeast oan aid with safety to themse!ves, is the
Central or Great Western Railroad of Illinois which
runs from Cairo a~9the mouth of the Ohio to Chicago
on lake Michigan.
And
66.
67.
68.
69.

the much talked of Salem Railroad Convention passed the following resoluCole, 35.
Ibid., p.35
Johnson, Douglas, 168; Cole, 36.
Reprint in Galena Weekly Jeffersonian, Maroh 23, 1848.
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tion:
Resolved, That the Great Western Railroad, formerly
called the Central Railroad of Illinois, is a work of
the first magnitude to the interest of the whole State,
and the Company incorporated for that purpose be requested to take the earliest measures for the commencement and vigorous proseoution of the Werk to its completion. 70

In addition to the demand for railroad building within the state, Illin
7l
indicated a keen interest in a Pacific railroa~ during the late forties.
On October 24,1849 the Illinois Senate oommunioated a proposal for a Pacific
railroad whioh reoommended Council Bluffs as an eastern terminus.

At the

same time it requested the Illinois senators and representatives in Congress
to endeavor to secure liberal land grants to aid in the oonstruotion of four
branohes from the main road's eastern terminus to the oities of Chicago,
Quinoy, St. Louis and one either at the mouth of the Ohio River or at
· 72
Memph l.S.

'fuen the list ot members ot the various state delegations to the st.
Louis railroad oonvention of 1849 was oheoked, it was learned that ten states
were represented by over eight hundred delegates.

Of this number two hundred

sixty-six were fram Illinois, an indioation of the state's interest in a road
to the Pacifio. 73
All the records and writings of the late forties and early fifties
suggest that railroad construction was a vital issue throughout the State of
Illinois.

The inhabitants clamored feverishly to attain a realization of

their dreams of improved transportation facilities, until, as one writer
70. Editorial in Illinois Republican, Belleville, June 12,1849.
71. R.S. Cotterill, "The National Railroad Convention in st. Louis, 1849,"
Missouri Historioal Review, XII, Ootober 19l7-July 1918, 204.
72. Gates, 30.
73. Cotterill, 208.

18
expressed it. "It seemed that the people would not be content unti1' a
railroad was located on every four miles of the state.

74
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CHAPTER II
SENATOR DOUGLAS' INTEREST IN RAILROADS
As the middle of the oentury approaohed, ,oommeroial rivalry matohed
~

section against seotion in Illinois, but the demand for more adequate transportation faoilities oentered the attention of the entire state around the
subjeot of railroad building.

It was at this

~oture

that Stephen Arnold

Douglas was sent to the United States Senate by the Legislature of Illinois.
Although not a native of the West, one of the great purposes of his life was
the

deve~opment

of that region.

He

believed that its growth depended upon

improved transportation whioh oould best be obtained through railroad oonstruotion.

He was able to visualize most aoourately the affeot that the

entranoe of the railroad would have upon a locality.
Douglas oame to him in 1853

and

Forney relates that

said, "Haw would you like to buy a share in

Superior City, at Fond du Lao, the head of Lake Superior?"

1

He followed

t~

question with the statement that at that point or near it would start the
greatest railroad in the world, exoept the one just surveyed whioh was to
open up the South.

A share oost $2500.

Forney borrowed the money, bought

one share, and divided it with several others l retaining only two-fifths
of it for himself.

From that portion he realized $21,000.

Stephen A. Douglas was born in Brandon, Vermont, April 23,1813.

He left

his native state for the West in June, 1833, arriving in Illinois late in
the fall of that year. He taught sohool and studied enough law to be
1. John W. Forney, Aneodotes ~ Publio ~, Harper and Brothers, New York,
1873, 19.
19

20
admitted to the bar by the judges of the Supreme Court of Illinois·on Maroh
4, 1834. 2 From then on his rise in Illinois politios was steady and speotaoular.

He

held the positions of Distriot Attorney, member of the State

Legislature, Secretary of State, Justice of the Supreme Court of Illinois,
~

Representative from Illinois in the United States House, and finally United
states Senator.

He aspired to the presidency, but his attitude on the

slavery question cost him that political goal •• He was eleoted United States
Senator in the fall of 1846, and took his seat in Deoember, 1847.
As has been pointed out in the previous ohapter, the only railroad
projeot which oommanded the support of all seotions and factions of the
state of Illinois was a oentral railroad from Cairo to the terminus of the
Illinois-Miohigan oana1.

As an advooate

and

promoter of such a road

Senator Douglas truly represented his oonstituents.
The senior senator fram Illinois at this time was Judge Sydney Breese,
a friend and partner

3

of Darius Holbrook, the presidentof the Great Western
4
Railway Company, incorporated in 1843.
Through him Holbrook sought to

~

obtain fram Congress preemption rights to enter all the lands on either side
of the line of the proposed railroad at any period within ten years at a
5
dollar and a quarter an aore.
By this plan a large area of pub1io lands
might be withheld from the market for ten years without any obligation on
Mr. Holbrook's art. 6 Duri
session of 1843-1844 suoh a bill was
2. Henry • Will s, Step en !. Doug as, George W. Jaco s and Company,
Philadelphia, 1910, p.21.
3. James Madison Cutts, Constitutional ~Party Questions, D. Appleton and
Company, New York, 1866, p.188.
4. Moses, p.572.
5. Cutts, p.188.
6. Extraot from speeoh of Mr. Douglas in Illinois State Register, Ootober 18,
1849.
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.' 7
introduoed by Honorable William Woodbridge# a senator from Miohigan.
Senator Breese reported this bill from the Committee of Publio Lands of the
Senate, and urged its passage whioh was suooessfUlly aooomplished in the
Senate May 10, 1844.

8

In the House, however, it was opposed by the Illinois
....,
grOUP led by Douglas and MoClernand.
Douglas had no faith in Holbrook, who, he felt oertain, would never

prooeed with the oonstruotion of the railroad,.but instead would sell the
oharter with its preemption privileges in Europe. 9 He further denounoed the
10
proposition for the following reasons:
1.
2.

3.
4.

It was an extravagant speoulation
It was injurious to the interests of the
state as it would withhold eight or ten
million aores of land from settlement and
oultivation for ten years.
It oreated a monopoly of publio lands.
It would injure the impression abroad of
the prospeots of Illinois as a growing or flourishing
oommunity.

Douglas had no idea of defeating the provision for this railroad.

To

the oontrary he was its ardent advooate, but instead of the bill he denounoed,
he and the majority of his oolleagues urged that an outright grant of land
be made to the State of Illinois.

11

He believed that the state oould obtain

a grant as readily as preemption rights, and that a grant would make a more
definite assuranoe of the oonstruotion of the desired road, as in all probability the Legislature would hesitate to borrow to pay a dollar and a quarter
12
an aore for the land.
7. Moses, p.572.
8. Ibid., p.572j Cutts, p.188.
9. ~s W. Sheahan, The Life of Stephe~!. Douglas, Harper and Bros., New
York, 1860, p.367;1frI~17 Aokerman, Early Illinois Railroads, No. 23 of
Fergus History Series, Fergus Printing Company,Chioago, 1884, pp.66-67.
10.Sheahan, p.367; Cutts, p.189.
II.Moses, p.572; Sheahan p.367.
12.Editorial on speeoh of Douglas in Illjppis State Register.Oot.18. 1849.
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No aotion was ever taken in the House upon the bill outlined ~y
~oodbridge,

but at the next session there was introduoed in the Senate a bill

identioal to the last one in every respeot but one.

It named the State ot

Illinois as the grantee ot the publio lands instead ot the Great Western
Railroad Oompany.

~

It was never taken up, however, and a similar bill

introduoed in the Senate during the session ot 1846-1847 met the same tate.

13

Douglas spent muop ot the summer ot 1847 traveling over the state
speaking on the subjeot ot the Illinois Oentral Railroad.
14
the matter may be brietly outlined as tollows:

His position on

1.

The state ought not be satistied with a mere
preemption privilege.
2. A grant ot land should be made to the State ot
Illinois rather than to any individual oorporation.
3. He promised the people that he would petition
Oongress to grant gratuitously to the state
alternate seotions ot land on the oondition
that the road be built.
4. He urged the holding ot public meetings and
the signing ot memorials requesting such a
grant.
When the 1847 session assembled both Breese and Douglas were in the
Senate.

Breese again introduoed a preemption bill, but Douglas would not be
15
reoonciled to its support.
On Januar,y 20, 1848, he introduoed his bill

oalling tor a grant to the state ot Illinois ot the right ot way and ot a
donation of publio lands to be used in oonstruoting a road to oonneot the
16
Upper and Lower Mississippi with Ohioago.
Breese promptly gave up his awn
bill and supported the one proposed by Douglas whioh passed the Senate but met
13. Sheahan, p.367
14. Ibid., 368
15. Moses, 573
16. OOngressional Globe, 30 Oongress, 1 session, XVII, 214.

23
defeat in the House.

17

It was introduoed again during the session·of 1848-

1849, but before any aotion oould be taken on it the House restored the
previous bill to the oalender and no headway was made on either before
18
Congress adjourned.
.c;

In the meantime, Holbrook, not disoouraged by the Legislature's repeal
of the Great Western Railroad Company's oharter in 1845, oontinued to lobby
19
in both Washington and Springfield.
A persi\tent siege by himself and his
20
oolleagues prooured for their oompany another oharter Febru~ 10, 1849.
This granted all the privileges of the former oharter, suoh as the use of the

remains of old state surveys, gradings and embanlonents, and a right of way tw
hundred feet wide from Cairo to Galena.

But in addition to this, the new

oharter included a surrender to the oompany of all lands that might at any
time be granted by Congress to the state for the purpose or in aid of the
2l
oonstruotion of the Illinois Central Railroad.
It gave the oompany thirty
22
or forty years to build a road whioh would then be its private property.
In the meantime there was no restriotion plaoed on the use of these lands
other than the oondition that the oompany spend $200,000 eaoh year until the
23
road was oompleted.
Even this oondition was vague and ill-defined. It is
needless to say that Holbrook had soored a major point, tor it mattered not
whether the old Preemption bill or the one proposed by Douglas was made a law.
It was a oase ot "tails, I win; heads, you lose."
17. Moses, p.57S.
18. Sheahan, p.569.
19. Gates, p.29.
20. Brownson, p.27.
21. Ibid., p.27; Cutts, p.189.
22. Editorial in Illinois State Register, Oot. 18, 1849.
23. Brownson, p.27.

24
Douglas expressed astonisnment that after his bill of

Janua~

4'

20, 1848

had passed the Senate three to one and lost by only one vote in the House
the Legislature should instruct the Illinois members of Congress to vote for
24
the land grant to the state.
At this time he was determined that nothing
should be left undone to prevent a private individual or company gaining
control of the land grant.

When the Legislature adjourned Douglas decided

to make a trip to Springfield to examine the

~usoripts

of the Legislature

before they were printed in order to satisf.y himself regarding the activities
of Holbrook and his several oompanies.

He disoovered the clause whioh con-

veyed to Holbrook's oompany the lands that might be granted by Congress to
the state for railroad construotion.

In a speech given in Chioago Senator

Douglas deolared that he was not able to find a single representative who
knew that suoh a laW' had passed unanimously, but that he had been informed

that Senator Judd and Lieutenant-Governor MoMurty had opposed it. 25

The

..

Governor and the Seoretary of State denied any knowledge of the olause and
26
could offer no explanation for its being there.
He also announoed that he
attaohed no oensure to the Legislature as he presumed it was stolen through
at the last minute without being read, and remarked that it was phrased so
delioately that the oasual reader would not readily reoognize the enormity
of the gift for which it provided.

Senator Douglas was greatly disturbed

that the Legislature had paved the way for Mr. Holbrook to receive as mucp
of the government land as had been given to all the soldiers of the Mexioan
war. 27
24. Eaitorial in Illinois State Register, Oct. 18, 1849.
25. Cutts, p.190J Illinois State Register, Oct. 18, 1849.
26. Cutts, p.190.
27. Extract from the speech of Senator Douglas in Illinois state Register,
Oct. 18, 1849.

25
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At the speoial session of the Legislature, Douglas delivered a speeoh
at Representative Hall on Ootober 23, 1849, in whioh he deolared that a fraud
had been perpetrated upon the Assembly during the preoeding winter.

Had

the bill donating publio lands to the state not been delayed it would have
plaoe the whole matter of the oentral railroad in the hands of Holbrook and
28
his assooiates, who gave no assurance that the road would ever be oompleted.
In a Chicago address he maintained that the

ho~or

of Illinois was at stake

and that if this oharter were not repealed he would be forced to expose the
whole affair in the United States Senate, lest at some later date it might
appear that he had been a party to the transaotion. 29

The knowledge of this

underhanded pieoe of business he no doubt knew would prevent a land grant to
the state by Congress.
D.B. Holbrook was, of course, anxious for Douglas to renew his bill for
a land grant in the 1849-1850 session, but the determined Senator from
Illinois soon convinoed him that his well laid plans had gone awry.

It is

said that Douglas Showed him a bill which he was about to introduce, one that
provided for a road to be started from a point on the Ohio entirely different
from the one previously mentioned and to be laid along a new line.

It

inoluded, as well, a oondition "that it should not enure to any railroad
oompany then in existenoe.

Holbrook was quite overcome, for his fortunes

lay in Cairo.

To out it off the proposed road meant disaster to the progress
30
of the town and to his interests there. He begged the Senator to save Cairo
on the condition that Holbrook release the charter whioh he had reoeived from
28. Davidson and Stuve, p.594.
29. Illinois State Register, Oot. 18, 1849.
30. Cutts, p.191.

26

the state of Illinois.

Holbrook went to New York, and as preside~'of the

oompany executed a release to the Governor of Illinois on Deoember 15,1849.
~en

31

a oopy of it reaohed Douglas in Washington he deemed it invalid, and

informed Holbrook so, pointing out to him that neither the president nor the

..,

direotors of his company could legally make suoh a release, but that he as
president must summon the stockholders to instruct the directors who in turn
must instruct the pres1. d e nt • 32
practioally forced to comply.

Holbrook had to.o much as stake so he was
He presented Senator Douglas with a satisfac-

tory release whioh he forwarded to the Secretary of the State of Illinois wit
33
a request for a telegram for its receipt.
This no doubt was a wise safeguard because on Januar,y 22, 1851, the Illinois Republican, Belleville,
published two letters written to the paper on January 9, and January 17.
which indicated that a debate over the repeal of the Great Western Railroad
Company's oharteI"1'was then in progress in the Illinois Legislature.

The

letter of January 17 claimed that the repeal was passed, but that a motion
to reoonsider it had been voted.

This, of course, was after the grant had

been made to the state. but judging from the concentrated efforts of the
Senator to obtain the land for the state rather than allow it to go to a
private corporation he must have felt certain that no further trouble over th
oharter would ensue.
Senator Breese failed to be reelected in 1849.

This was indicative of

the ascending power of the northern and central seotions over the southern.
General James Shields, an advooate of the donation plan, was chosen as his
sucoessor in the Senate. This meant that the entire Illinois delegation in
31. BroWnson, 27; DavIdson and Stuve, p.575.
32. Cutts, 192; Davidson and Stuve,575.
33. Cutts, p.192.
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Congress favored a land grant to the state, but support was needed fram
other sections of the, countr,y as well.

Here again a leader was needed, one

_ho possessed the ingenuity to obtain the necessary support and the energy
to follow all details through to oompletion.

Stephen A. Douglas oontinued

....,

to be the ohampion of the oause, although after the Great Western Railroad
Company had been induced to surrender its charter Senator Shields and also
Representatives John A. MoClernand, John Wentwirth and William H. Bissell
34
of Illinois pressed the land grant proposition in Congress.
Senator
Douglas believed that as long as a demand for government aid to railway
construotion maintained a sectional oharaoter it could not be carried.

He

also recognized that Chicago held a strategic position looking toward the
lake traffic in an easterly direction and toward the Gulf traffic of the
south.

Therefore he began to lay stress on a Chicago branoh of the Illinois

Central, an innovation not included in the early proposals for the road.

35

It has been said that the Chicago connection was not original with Douglas
..oj.

since some years before there had been mention made of building a road
through eastern Illinois, then the most negleoted area of the state.

Po1iti-

cal weakness prevented anything being done at the time, but as Chicago grew
in importance this eastern branoh gained favor with many local politicians,
so Senator Douglas had no trouble in acquiring friends for his project.
34.
35.
36.
37.

36

Stephen A. Douglas had moved to Chicago in 1847 and there developed a
Cole, 38.
Ibid., 37; Johnson, Stephen A. Douglas, 169.
Gates, 33.
Ibid., 28.

-
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ment that his interests in that section were largely personal.
sen:ti

One

oannot wholly disprove this conclusion. but how far should an individual be
oondemned for advancing his own interests if he is simultaneously benefiting
r

ather than injuring the best interests of

h~dreds
~

of others?

It seems

that instead of being oensured in this respect he should be credited for his

vision of the future greatness of Chioago.

At the same time he was taotfully

removing suspicion of sectionalism. for withou. the Chicago branoh the enterprise would remain a local affair and Senator Douglas was aware that governJPBnt aid would not be forthCOming without the support of the South and the
East. 38

In a letter whioh Douglas wrote to Sydney Breese on January 20.

185139 he stated. "It was neoessary that the road should connect with the

lakes in order to impart nationality to the projeot and secure Northern and
Eastern votes."

In the same pieoe of oorrespondence he wenton to explain

that the old line from Galena to Cairo with both termini on the Mississippi
was regarded as a sectional soheme to throw the whole trade upon the Gulf
of Mexioo at the expense of the cities on the lakes and Atlantic

..oj.

seaboa~d.

He oleverly drew upon the interests of the business men of Chicago. of
shippers along the Great Lakes. and of eastern oapitalists by depioting the
central railroad as a trunk line joining the Atlantic with the Mississippi. 40
This. however. was only one of the schemes resorted to in order to obtain
the neoessary votes.

The Senators and Representatives of Alabama and

Mississippi had consistently opposed a land grant to the State of Illinois. 41
Gates. 31; Brownson. 29.
39. Aokerman, 69.
40. Cole, 37.
41. Cutts. 193.

!n.

30
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but the oooperation of the South was ultimately won by inoluding in the
Illinois Central bill a provision granting all the

rights~ privileges~

ahd

liabilities oonneoted with the grant of publio lands to Illinois to Alabama
and Mississippi so that a road might be extended £rom the Ohio to Mobile. 42
~

Senator Douglas oonferred with the of£ioials o£ the Mobile railroad
_hile on a visit to his ohildren's plantation in Mississippi.
diffioulties were harassing this road at the

t~.

Finanoial

as Douglas proposed that

the oompany prooure a land grant from the Federal government b,y making suoh
43
a request a part of the Illinois Central bill.
This suggestion met with
the approval of the road's offioials, andDouglas oarefully pointed out that
of oourse their State Legislatures must instruot their senators and representatives to vote for the measure in Congress.

Baok in Congress Senator

Douglas taotfully guided the oonduot of Senator King of Alabama until the
44
desired amendment to the bill was formulated and acoepted.
It has been said that Douglas also oompromised on oertain tariff
measures in order to remove the opposition of certain New England and Penn45
sylvania Congressmen,
but reoords indioate that there is little support for
the statement.

During these years Douglas stood for the repeal of duties

on railroad iron.

46

or £or their suspension £or a limited time.

In 1855

he remained a law tariff advooate £or he said, "I am for a reduction of the
tarif£ to a strict revenue standard."

This policy was oontrary to the wishes

of the Pennsylvania and other iron interests o£ the East. so there seems to
be little evidenoe o£ oom,rOmise in this direotion.
42. Davidson and Stuve, 5 2; Cole, 38.
43. Cutts. 193-197.
44. Ibid., 194-195.
45. Brownson, 29.
46. Pamphlet Reoord ~~.Stephen!. Douglas ~~ Tariff, oompiled from

31
Due to the deoline of Galena's importanoe, Dubuque, Iowa,the aome of
senator Jones, was made the western terminus, a move which also tended to
widen the interests in the Illinois highway.

The results of the final voting

showed that Senator Douglas had won over almost twenty votes by his cleverly
47
"7
48
managed schemes.
The bill passed the Senate b.Y a vote of 26 to 14.
The greatest diffioulties over this land grant had always arisen in the
49
House, but here also, according to the Senator's Own exPlanation he, with
•
the oooperation of Representatives Bissell, MoClernand,
Wentworth50and Harris
of Illinois and Representative Ashmun of Massaohusetts,51 foroed it through
on September 17, 1850 by a vote of 101 to 76.
Filmore three days later.

It was signed by President

According to Robert M.

Douglas, son of the

Senator, it was through the influenoe of his father that the lands were given
to the Illinois Central Railroad on the oondition that the road would be
built and would forever pay seven per oent of its gross reoeipts in lieu of
52
taxes on the original line.
The people and the press of Illinois hailed the passage of the bill with
joyful demonstrations.

Internal improvement bonds inoreased ten per cent
53
on the New York market.
Ex-Senator Breese was perturbed over the laok of
aoknowledgment and appreoiation tendered him as the originator and advooate
54
of this important enterprise. Douglas pointed out to him in his oorrespondence that although he did not openly oppose the donation plan, he
continued at every opportune moment to advanoe his own proposal for a
ht for Holbrook's oom
• Certainl the whole credit for the
off1oial records 0 Congress for Peop e's State Committee of Pa
2, 3, 5.

47. Willia, 118.
48. Ibid., 118.
49.

CUt-ts, 196-197.

50. Gates, 31.
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passage of this bill does not belong to Stephen A. Douglas, but it is just as
oertainly true that the measure was oarried through Congress largely through
his persistent and persevering efforts.

The support it reoeived from others

vms brought about by his energy, enthusiasm, and taot, the result of whioh

'.7
proved benefioial to the entire State of Illinois.
Senator Douglas did not approve of "State Polioy" adopted by the State
Legislature in 1849.

He maintained that the

g~eat

interest of Illinois was

agrioultural and that that interest should not be sacrificed for the lesser
55
interests of various 10calities.
He visualized the ~evelopment of the
West as a whole and hence saw beyond the boundaries of Illinois.

In 1851

he wrote a letter from Washington to Uri Manley of Coles, Illinois, in which
he declared that if he were a legislator in that state he would give his aid
in grant ing a charter for a road from Illinoistown to Terre Haute, and to
Vincennes, or to

~

line, in fact, across the state if a considerable number

of people seemed interested in it. 56

In spite of his urging, howe~er, a

charter was granted to only one road leading to st. Louis by the Legisla.ture
in 1851.

In this respect Douglas could do little, but his sympathies lay

with the opposing faotion of "State Policy" whioh, if the statement of a
Belleville paper5~ can be trusted was a fair sized group.

It stated, "By

this denial of 'ustioe,
thousand eo Ie of Illino
51. cont nued rom p.3
Moses, Vo • I, 97.
521
tI
"
"Clark E. Carr, Stephen A. Douglas, A.C.McClurg and
Company, Chicago, 1908, 24.
53.(continued from p.3l) Davidson and Stuve, 571.
54.
n
tf
tf
Ackerman, 71-86.
55. Moses, 567; Davidson and Stuve, 567.
56. Davidson and Stuve, 567.
57. Editorial in Illinois Republioan, Belleville, Feb. 28, 1849.
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are deprived ot the means ot conveying their produoe to a market, :nd the
greater portion ot their surplus crops and the entire bulk ot the great
staple ot the West, whioh is Indian oorn, is left to be oonsumed or to perish
upon the soil where it

gro~.n

Thus it seems that Douglas 1 great toresight

enabled him to enoourage what was most benetioial tor his oonstituents on
the whole, even though at the time he was out ot harmony with a partioular
group.
A.tter the opening ot Chinese ports to our trade in 1843, the aoquisition

ot Oregon, Texas, and the Southwest, and the discovery ot gold in Calitornia,'
trade with the Pacitio region and with the Far East beoame more and more
attraotive, and the oonstruction ot a trans-country railroad a real neoessity.
58
A great interest in suoh a projeot had developed by 1849.
Early in 1845 a railroad promoter, Asa Whitney, petitioned Congress tor
a grant; ot land sixty miles wide to be used in oonstruoting a railroad trom
59
Lake Michigan to Puget Sound
with its eastern terminus at or near Milwaukee.

This point to the north was seleoted beoause the publio lands in
60
that region had not yet been taken up.
By orossing Lake Miohigan and

meeting the Miohigan Central at Detroit a oonneotion with the East would be
possible.

No aotion on this memorial was taken at that session, but Whitney

made a speoial appeal to Congress tor his proposal, an appeal which Representative Douglas saw tit to answer in the torm ot an open letter printed as
an eight page pamphlet dated at Quincy, Illinois, Ootober 15,1845. In this
Jr."""R.S. Cotterill,"The National Railroad Convention in St.Louis,1849." in
the Missouri Historioal Review, XII, Ootober 19l7-Ju1y 1918, p.203.
59. Ibid., 20"!.
60. Frank Heywood Hodder, "The Railroad Baokground ot the Kansas-Nebraska
Aot, The Mississippi Valley Historioa1 Review, XII, June 1925-Maroh 1926
p.S.
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reply he oritioized Whitney's proposal and named Chioago as the
for the eastern and western railroads to oonverge.
oritioisms.

p~er

point

He made two major

First, a road whioh depended upon orossing Lake Miohigan would

be olosed for four months of the year.
power and too muoh land upon one man.

Seoond, the plan oonferred too muoh

•

His own plan whioh he proposed in

this same letter oonsisted of the following suggestions,SI

1.

2.
3.

Organize the region from the Missouri river to
the Rooky mountains as the NJbraska territory.
At the last session of Congress he had proposed
a bill to organize the area from the Rooky
mountains to the Paoifio ooean as the territory
of Oregon.
Grant these territories alternate seotions of
publio lands for the purpose of oonstruoting a
railroad to the Paoifio.
Make similar grants to the border states so
that branoh roads may be built to oonneot with
it.

This is indioation enough that Douglas even before he beoame Senator,
was interested in the Paoifio railroad, and determined to make Chioago the
terminus.

Out of 284 members in Congress he was the only one suffioiently •

interested in Asa Whitney's plan to oomment upon it.

He entered the Senate

in Deoember 1847, and during the summer of 1848 a River and Harvor Convention
in Chioago took up the disoussion of a transoontinental railroad and it made
publio a oircular printed in January which named Douglas as an influential
advoGate of the Buffalo and Mississippi road by way of Chicago to the mouth
of the Rock river with the expeotation that it would be extended across the
S2
Mississippi to Counoil Bluffs on the Missouri.
The Mexican War ohanged the transoontinental railway situation for it
made possible a southern route to the Paoifio, a possibility quickly taken

S1. Ibid, S
62. ~, 7
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up by southern interests whH for some years had antioipated railroa<f'
coJrllllllUlioation with the West :in order to bring cormnerce to the southern
63
seaboard.
The gold rush dOllade the need for a transoontinental railway
more urgently felt.

Senator

~uglas

had not introduced his plan, because
.......

in the meantime Senator Breesl1l9.d championed Whitney's plan, introduoed
his memorial, and seoured frathe Legislature of Illinois a resolution
instructing the senators and representatives to sWport it.
In short, more and more interest in the enterprise was expressed.
During 1849 two conventions wrl called, one at Memphis in the interest of
the southern route, the otheratSt. Louis in the interest of a central or
northern route.

64

The

people~Chicago

asked Senator Douglas to represent

them at st. Louis, but before accepting he called a mass meeting and reviewed
his pamphlet of 1845.

This

rui illCl uded

the proposal for a road from

Chicago to Council Bluffs and thell, by way of the South Pass to San Francisco.
After carefully explaining hOlM wasblocked from presenting his own plan
and forced to support Whitney's plan through the instruotions of the Legis1ature, he stated that he wou hpresent them at St. Louis if his audienoe
would promise to support his l'Ipudiation of the Legislature's instruotions.
The promise was obtained and

~en the

convention assembled on October 15,
65
1849, Stephen A. Douglas was dloaen as its preSident;.
Senator Benton of

Mi8sou~~de

an address favoring a oentral route, and

Douglas replied in the eveninginravor of the South Pass.

Newspapers

comments upon the latter's spelohwere so oaustio that he resigned the presidencr. Hodder claims that it is diffioult to asoertain from the artioles
63. fbid., 7-8
64.

IbId.,

7

65. Ibid., 9.
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he said that was so offensive.

-

Illinois State Register

66

A letter written to and printed in ~he

desoribes the Illinois Senator's speeoh as mild.

gentlemanly. good natured. and humorous.

He had disapproved of Missouri's

request for a road from st. Louis to the frontier and thenoe to the Paoifio

"7

espeoially beoause Missouri had not yet built a single mile for herself.
After the insinuation of the press that he was put in the ohair by the
Missouri delegation in order to muzzle him

Dou~as

resigned olaiming that he

preferred to be a simple delegate free to proteot the interests of his
oonstituents.

The plan adopted by this oonvention oontained two resolutions

presented by the Honorable R.W. Thompson of Indiana and really embodying
67
Douglas' plan.
It proposed that the government should provide a national
road from the Mississippi Valley to the Paoifio, the same to be aooomplished
by means of a trunk road with branohes to St. Louis. Memphis. and Chioago.
This adopted plan gave Douglas a talking point.

68

As a result he appeared

before the State Legislature at Representative Hall in Springfield the eveni
..oj.

of Ootober 23. 1849.

He apologized for differing with the opinions of the

Legislature and sought to explain why he so heartily disapproved of Whitney's
plan.

A moment's unprejudioed oonsideration of his reasons. it seems. would

result in the oonolusion that they were reasonable and that he sought to
seoure what he deemed most advantageous to his oonstituenoy through making
the enterprises as national in oharacter as possible.

He informed the

Legislature that he found it diffioult to follow instruotions whioh tended to
favor Milwaukee and Wisoonsin rather than Chioago and Illinois. beoause he
felt that th~ did not express the sentiments of his people.
66. Editorial in Illinois state Register, Ootober 22,1849.
67. Ibid., Ootober 22. 1849.
68. Ibid., Ootober 22,1849; Hodder. 9.
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tbe bill which allowed Mr. Whitney to locate the terminus of this important
road at whatever point he should designate on Lake Miohigan or the Mississip •
river gave him too much range within whioh to negotiate with towns for a
bonus to seoure the road.

He argued that this projeot should not be started

in any state but instead at a point on the Missouri River in the territory
region, for it would then be purely national.
Atlantio would feel justified in asking
through its territory.

otherwise every state to the

gover~nt

aid to extend the road

He asked what reason oould be given for spending

time and money from national funds to build a railroad within the limits of
a state and that too upon the immediate banks of a stream which Col. Benton
had told us was "the best steamboat river upon the face of the earth."

He

expressed the hope that the Legislature would be guided by the harmonious
agreement of the St. Louis oonvention in formulating its instructions.

69

The Memphis oonvention deolared its support for the Gila route and
refused any alliance

wi~h

northern interests.

The organization of New

Mexico as a part of the Compromise of 1850 gave the southern route an advantage.

vVhi1e the Senate wasdabating the Paoifio railroad bill, the House

passed a bill for the organization of Nebraska.

To Stephen A. Douglas this

bill seemed of paramount importance to the realization of the Pacific railway
but in spite of his efforts to get it through the Senate it was tabled on the
70
last day of the session.
The 1852-1853 session of Congress gave Arkansas a land grant and propos
several ideas for the Pacifio railroad route.

On February 5, 1853, the plan

to conneot Fulton, Missouri with Cairo was rushed through the Senate in the
69. Illinois State RegIster, Nov. 1, 1849.

70. Hodder, 12-13.
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absenoe of a member who was urging another way.
might

h~ve

.'

It was thought that Douglas

used soma influenoe in this direotion for if the southern route

to the Pacifio were to be used, and at the time it appeared to have the best
ohanoe , it would be advantageous to connect it with Chicago via Cairo and
71'"
the Illinois Central.
That more than one railroad to the Pacifio would
ever be built was unthought of, and in 1854 Chioago did not have as much
support to be the railroad oenter of the Middl, West as did Cinoinnati. 72
Another convention was held in Memphis in 1853 to gain support for a
southern route to the Paoific, and when the 33rd Congress met in Deoember
1853 President Pieroe appointed General James Gadsden as minister to Mexioo.

One of Gadsden's missions was to seoure from Mexioo enough land south of
the Gila river to provide for the construction of a railroad to the Pacific;3
The treaty providing for the Gadsden purchase was signed December 30, 1853,
and the way for the southern route seemed assured.
Senator Douglas was in a very diffioult position.

The interests of

northern Illinois as well as his own interests were centered about the
development of Chioago. In 1852 he had bought seventy acres of land in that
. 74
city.
Southern Illinois interests ware bound up in St. Louis as a terminal.
If he promoted the interests of either seotion he was oertain to lose favor
with the other.
For the time being railroad legislation was retarded by the furore that
was raised by the Kansas-Nebraska question.

In the opinion of some the

desire to prooure a northern route to the Pacifio rather than any deep-seated
Slavery oonviotion prompted Douglas in his efforts toward the division of

~~1~.~IDI~ihd~.-,~!"3~.----~~----~~----------

72. Ib'id., 14.
73. Ibid., 15.
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Two organized territories might mean at least an equal ~anoe
75
between a oentral and a northern route.
There seems to be no reoord, howNebraska.

ever, that Douglas ever used this explanation to defend his oonneotion with
76
the repeal of the Missouri Compromise.
But it does provide a plausible
04'.,

reason for his altering the bill which he had proposed on January 4, 1854,
in order to allow for two territories.

Through his "popular sover.ignty"

theory he may have hoped to gain the support of the South for his railroad

•

to the West.

On January 9, 1855, Senator Douglas introduoed a railroad bill whioh
provided for three roads; one west from Texas; one from Missouri or Iowa;
77
and a third from Minnesota.
In the House the bill was SUbstituted and
amended to provide for a single road west from Iowa or Missouri.
one vote and was not taken up again.

It lost by

Henoe, although Douglas did not

accomplish his own purpose he b100ked the southern road for the time being.
The Pacific railroad bill was revived in some form or other from time to
time, and Douglas oontinued to favor it.

On April 17, 1858 he delivered a

foroeful speeoh in the Senate on behalf of the bill then under consideration.
His own words best desoribe his attitude toward it. ItSir, I have examined
this bill very oarefully.

I was a member of the oommittee that framed it,

and I gave ray oordial assent to the report.

I am free to say that I think

it is the best bill that has ever been reported to the Senate of the United
78
States for the oonstruction of a Pacifio railroad." This speech shows no
seotional jealousy unless toward St. Louis. The bill agreed to begin the
75. Johnson, Douglas, 239; Hodder, 16.
76. P. Orman Ray, The Re1eal of the Missouri Compromise, Arthur H. Clark
Comp~, Cleveland, 969, 24r.77. Hodder, 17.
78. Carr .. 243.
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road on the Missouri and Douglas suggested several satisfaotory sites, but
st. Louis was not one of them.

He believed the bill was fair beoause it

fixed the termini, but left to the oontractors and owners the responsibility
of ohoosing the route and managing the oonstruotion.

He appealed to the

Senators to unite on the question and lay aside all thought of seotional
advantages.

If there oould be but one route, he oonsidered the oentral one

most fair, "for,» he said, "the north, by bend\Pg a little down south, oan
join it; and the south, by leaning a little to the north, oan unite with it
too; and our Southern friends ought to be able to bend and lean a little
as well as to require us to bend and lean all the time, in order to join
79
them. It
He stressed the importanoe of the road from a oommeroial point of
view as well as from an eoonomio standpoint, but in spite of his urgent
appeal the measure failed, and the Kansas struggle, the Dred Soott Deoision,
and the Civil War made any final agreement on a transoontinental route
impossible during the lifetime of Stephen A. Douglas.
The foregoing aooount of Senator Douglas' efforts to promote railroads
tends to prove rather oonolusively that he was a true representative of his
oonstituents in this respeot.

It may be that his interest in Chioago was

based upon a personal motive but it oannot be truly said that his attitude
toward the building of roads was seotional.
beoause he knew that by

SO

He promoted their oonstruotion

doing he was promoting the development of the

West, a part of whioh was his own state.

He spared no energy in his attempts

in Congress to seoure the aid whioh seemed most advantageous for the state
and its people.
79.

~.,

246.

His opposition to large land grants being given to individ-
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ual s without any assurance that they would be used to the best interests of
the people is surely commendable.

In short. the records indicate that in

no way did Senator Douglas hinder or retard railroad development in his
state or fail to promote plans that were benefioial to its general welfare •

•
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CRAPTER

III

DOUGLAS AND ILLINOIS ON RIVER AND HARBOR
IMPROVEMENT, AND DISPOSAL OF PUBLIC LANDS

....

Sinoe oommeroe and travel were largely dependent upon water transportation before the advent of the railroad, river and harbor improvement was a
neoessity for prosperity in all states, but espeoially so in the growing

•

West.

When Stephen A. Douglas was sent to Congress as one of the Senators

from Illinois, all parties in Chioago and throughout northenn Illinois were
1
seeking federal aid for this purpose.
A river and harbor oonvention held
at Chioago in July 1847 deolared that Congress had oonstitutional authority
over internal improvements of a national oharaoter, and that the improvement
of the Great Lakes, the Ohio, and the Mississippi was within its power.
Numerous newspaper editorials indioated the widespread interest.

One editor

olaimed that he published with pleasure the remarks of the Honorable Mr.
Diokinson at the opening of the Fair of the Amerioan Institute at New York

0ty. 2 That gentleman's sentiment was expressed as follows:

OJ.

It is disgraoeful to the oountry that the natural
advantages of our great lakes and rivers remained
unimproved and nothing oan be more unjust than that
the expenses of making the neoessary improvements
should fall upon the states in whioh they are to be
made.
The Chioago Daily Journal, a Whig publioation, watohed with interest
for any moves whioh Congress might make "in regard to this important measure
of

suo~

vital interest to the whole West. tt

It denounoed the "Looofocoism"

4

1. Cole. 20
2. Editorial in Weekly Chioago Demoorat, Nov. 2, 1847.
3. Editorial in The Chioago Daily Journal, Jan. 11, 1848.
4. A ter.m that signified belief in wars of oonquest, territorial aggrandizement for extensioh 0
exeoutiv °
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in the state whioh had opposed the improvement of river and harbors through
5
"blind adhesion" to the President in all his vetoes.
Various other oiroumstanoes and ooourrenoes of the late forties serve
to oonvey to us some idea of the attention and interest shown in Illinois in
6

regard to this topio.

"7

In June 1848 Mr. Wentworth of Illinois presented in

Congress a memorial offered by a Chioago oonvention in behalf of suoh
improvements.

The oonvention had inoluded

rep~sentatives

from eighteen

states, a proof that the interest was not a purely looal one, and the unanimity with whioh the above mentioned memorial was adopted suggests that the
7

question had attraoted widespread attention.

Mr. Lewis Cass was denounced

for the Presidency on aooount of his stand on appropriations for harbor and
river improvements.

8

Early in 1849 there were presented in the United States

Senate resolutions from the Legislature of Illinois instruoting the Senators
to aid in the enaotment of a law providing for the improvement of the navigation of the Mississippi and Illinois Rivers, and also the harbors of the •
northern lakes.

9

Its inolusion in the presidential message of Millard
10

Filmore on Deoember 2, 1851
ject to many.

shows that it must have been an appealing sub-

He urged Congress to improve the harbors of "our great lakes

and seacoast," and he also requested that body to appropriate money to provide for

unob~truoted

navigation of our large rivers.

He said, "The whole

Northwest appeals to you for relief, and I trust their appeal will reoeive
due attention at your hands." A northwestern Illinois river convention was
5. President Polk
6. Globe, 30 Congress, 1 session, 852.
7. Ibid., 852.
8. Editorial in Chicago Daily Journal, June 29, 1848.
9. Globe, 30 Congress, 2 session, 409.
10.Exeoutive Doouments of Sen. of U.S., 32 Congress, I session, I, 17-18.
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held at Peoria in November, 1851.

It unanimously urged the nationa~ govern-

ment to assume the expense of clearing away obstacles to navigation from
11
12
the Illinois River.
A public meeting had been announced in Chicago to
appoint delegates to Peoria.

The Journal declared that it was of such grea t

interest to Chioago that Congress should be made to feel its influence as
muoh as possible.

Later the names of ninety-eight delegates who had gone to
13
the convention were published.
There seems to be ample evidence that in the northern part of Illinois
public opinion was strong for river and harbor improvement at government
expense.

The same could not be said, however, about southern Illinois, for

there the democratio principles of Andrew Jackson and the policies of
President Polk were sustained as reasons for rejeoting internal improvements
at the expense of the Federal government. 14

Here again Senator Douglas was

called upon to make a decision that was bound to meet with disapproval in
some seotion of his state.

Douglas favored river and harbor improvement for
~

the same reason that he promoted railroad oonstruotion - the material welfare
of the West.

Even in his earliest years in the Senate he supported measures

which aimed to procure federal appropriations for such improvements.
Stephen A. Douglas was as ardent an admirer and as sincere a defender
of Andrew Jackson as there WaS to be found in Illinois.

Yet he maintained

that the great Demoorat's principles would not be violated by an appropriati
15
for the improvement of the Illinois River.
It was, he said, a general
11. Cole, 30.
12. Chicago Daily Journal, Nov. 15, 1851
13. Nov. 19, 1651.
14. Cole, 31; Globe, 32 Congress, 1 session, Appendix, 1014.
15. Cole, 31.
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system of internal improvements whioh Jaokson vetoed, a systemof oanals

and roads entirely apart from the navigation interest.

He claim,ed that

President Jaokson in his veto of the Maysville Road bill expressed his oonviet ion that Congress did not have the power to carryon the construction of
roads and canals, but that he did not include improvements of interest to
navigation.

Before the Senate Douglas quoted from memory the words of Jack-

son on this subject.

..

But there is another olass of works which may
not be improperly called internal improvements
which stands upon an entirely different footingl
I allude (he says) to appropriations for the
improvement of the ohannels in our navigable
rivers, and for harbors, buoys, and beacons, and
other works for the protection of navigation.
These appropriations (he says) have been made
from the foundation of the Government, and it is
not ~ purpose to disturb that policy.1S
By 1852 it was apparent that Senator Douglas had ooncluded that
dependence upon Federal aid for local improvements was an unsatisfactory
method of solving the problem.
tion in the Senate that year.

..

A River and Harbor Bill was under oonsideraHe supported it,17 but it is evident that in

his estimation the bill did not promise to meet the requirements of his
state, for he suggested an addition whioh would allow the state a special
privilege whereby it might care for its own rivers and harbors.

In the

Senate on August 21, 1852 he declared that the Illinois River was a deep
straight stream, exoellent for transportation with the exception that bars
18
If the State of Illinois had the authority to
formed across its channel.
16. Globe, 32 Congress, 1 session, Appendix, 1014.
17. Cole, 3118. Globe, 32 Congress, 1 session, Appendix, 1018.
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levy tonnage
for an

duties~

appropriation~

.'

he pointed out, it would never have oonsidered asking
but that sinoe that authority was withheld by Congress

the Illinois River was on the same footing as the Mississippi, a stream that
was a pub1io highway and not within the jurisdiotion of the state.

Therefore

Douglas saw no grounds for objeotions to an approprie.tion being granted for
.
t • 19
its J.mprovemn

At the same time the improvement of the 1'1sI'bor at Waukegan was under
disoussion in the Senate.

Douglas urged that it be cared for.

He

said~

"It is a place where you must have a harbor of refuge, to prevent vessels
going ashore at the headof the lakes."

He thought $47,000 would complete

the breakwater, and he insisted that no harbor between WaUkegan and Buffalo

could have any better claim to government funds.
Numerous small appropriations were being requested and granted to carry
on surveys for anticipated projects throughout the country.

Senator Douglas

critioised this policy because each survey put the project in line for a
larger appropriation the next year.

There being so many of these requests,

each appropriation was sufficient to complete only a small portion of the
project, and this small portion was frequently demolished by storms before
anything further could be done toward its completion.

This he considered a

real waste, but his opposition here should not be construed as hostility
toward harbor improvements.

He urged the improvement of' the harbors all

the coast of the State of Michigan for the benefit of lake commerce in
general.

His attitude at this point toward the policy that was being foIl

and toward the welfare of his constituency is best expressed in his own
19. Globe, 32 Congress, 1 session, 1018
20. Globe, 32 Congress, 1 session, 998.
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words spoken in the Senate.

But, sir, while I am anxious to see whether we
oannot get a better system than this, or rather,
whether we oannot adopt a s,ystem of harbor improvement whioh will be effeotual; yet, until that should
be adopted, I must adhere to the present, in order
to put a stop as far as possible,~o the £rightful
and appalling destruction of life and property, that
we find now happening upon the western waters, and
the northern lakes, and upon our coast almost ever,y
day; and when we are going on with this bill, I do
feel under an obligation, when sev.n or eight objects
are specified in it for small appropriations for
surveys with reference to future expenditures, to
insist that we extend these surveys to points in which
my constituents are vitally interested, or else, that
we make an appropriation for a survey in general terms,
so that, at least, we shall have a chance to have our
coast examined, as well as these other objects. 20
V~ether

or not we agree with Senator Douglas' plan we must commend him

for endeavoring to provide an "effectual" system of harbor improvement with
hich to replace what he considered an ineffeotual one.

On August 23, 1852

e offered in the form of an amendment the solution he had formerly suggeste8:
e emphasized the faot that he was not offering it as a substitute for the
ill under consideration, but as an addition.

The system, which he considered

ould be "general, uniform and effectual," was oontained and described in
22
hree sections:
1.Acoording to the Constitution, Congress could grant
to the states the privilege to lay tonnage duties. 23
If Congress would do this the states might then
authorize local authorities of places located on the
Atlantic or Pacific ooast, the Gulf of Mexico, the
bank of any bay or arm of a sea or lake, the shores of
Lake Chrunplain, Lake St. Clair, or the Great Lakes to
levy 4uti$s of tonnage not to exoeed ten per oent on
boats and vessels of all desoriptions which entered
harbors or waters within the limits of said looal
authorities. The funds reoeived from these duties would
21: GlObe, 32 Congress, I session, Appendix, 1121-112S.
22. Globe, 32 Congress, 1 session, Appendix, 1027
23. Artiole I sec. 10.
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2.

3.

be used exclusively for "constructing, enlarging,
deepening, improving and securing safe and
commodious harbors and entranoes thereto at suoh
oities and towns." These duties should never
exoeed the actual needs.
If several states bordered upon a lake or other
body of water they might enter into an agreement to apply
a portion of the duties raised i~each oity to make
safe the navigation of any lakes, rivers or ohannels
conneoting them. In the oase of oana1s or artificial
channels only suoh tolls should be oo11eoted as were
necessary to keep them in repair.
In the case of navigable water si\uated wholly or in
part within a state's limits, the State Legislature
might oolleot tonnage duties on all vessels using it
in order to improve and keep it in repair. Where
navigable streams formed boundaries the states might
by joint action or agreement provide for the collection
of sufficient tonnage duties to care for the improvement of that body of water.

Douglas ardently defended his system before the Senate.

He oited

several cases where the consent of Congress had been given to levy tonnage
duties.

Between 1805 and 1809 the privilege had been granted to Baltimore,

Philadelphia. Charleston, and ports of Georgia.

As late as 1843 and 1850

oonsent had been given to Ba1t1more. 24 A great deal of disoussion both for·
and against the Illinois Senator's plan followed his proposal.

He finally

offered to withdraw his amendment in order that oonsideration of the bill
itself might prooeed more rapidly.
desired to avoid p1aoing

~

This would seem to indicate that he

obstacle in the way of a River and Harbor bill.

Objeotions to the withdrawal of Douglas' amendment were raised, but the
chair finally ruled that suoh prooedure was in order.

However, Senator

Atchinson ot Missouri renewed the amendment and a vote upon its acceptanoe
25
was ordered. The result was 25 nays to 17 yeas.
River and Harbor bills continued to be introduoed and Senator Douglas
24. Globe, 32 Congress, 1 session, Appendix, 1129.
25. Globe, 32 Congress, 1 session, Appendix, 1142-1146.
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oontinued to defend his plan.

With him it was a case of expediency·'as to

.bather the National or the state government should oontrol the system and
not a matter for Itquibbling about partisan politics."
thought, was by far the better plan.

State control, he

In 1852, he deolared in the Senate

.....,

"I never knew a harbor undertaken by the Government completed.

If the

Senator oan show me one harbor on the oontinent which has been completed, he
26
.il1 show me an object which I have never seen ir heard of."
And in a
27
1etter written in 1854 to Governor Matteson of Illinois he stated, '~henever appropriations have been proposed for river and harbor improvements,
and espeoially on the Northern lakes and the Western rivers, there has
usually been a death struggle and a doubtful issue.

We have generally

succeeded with an appropriation onoe in four or five years, in other words,
we have upon an average been beaten about four times out of five in one
house of Congress or the other, or both, or b.Y the Presidential veto."

On

the $ole, to look further for Federal aid toward internal improvements was
to him very unsatisfactory.

The framers of theConstitution, he was oertain,

had contemplated State control when they inoorporated the olause referring to
28
tonnage duties.
He also favored such a system because it would remove
rivers and harbors from the field of politics.

Eaoh town or city would be

interested in its own harbor, and the possibility that the power would be
abused was slight, sinoe the money could be used for no other purpose, and
no town would neglect its harbor, or impose duties higher than neoessary for
fear of driving commerce to a rival
Carr, Stephen!.
28.
29.
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state and perhaps the entire West as well, he questioned the fairness of
granting federal aid to those who resided on salt water while denying it to
those on the shores of fresh water bodies.

30

31

The Demooratio papers

regarded

.... Douglas' idea as an effeotive

Senato~

one, but the V,'hig press felt that he would have to go personally to every
oounty in the state in order to reoonoile the people to the dootrine that
the produoers of the West must pay for all

re~irs

to harbors and rivers in

order to aooo.modate the eastern manufaoturers and merohants.

32

The Whigs

desoribed this proposal as a very harmful measure for the agrioultural oonsumer, and they were oertain that the motive behind suoh an idea was the
desire of Douglas to attain the Presidency.

33

In his letter to Governor

Matteson Douglas had indioated that the plan was not unfair to the agrioultural oonsumer.

He had pointed out that oanal tolls and railroad charges

were in reality taxes on oommeroe, yet no one oomplained partioularly about
them.

He

had reoalled a fact whioh has been diffioult to oomprehend in

instanoes in all periods of history.

"No matter," he wrote,

~ho

mal:1t

is
34

intrusted with the oonstruotion of the works, somebody must foot the bill."
If the Federal government built railroads and oanals and made river and
harbor improvements the inoreased expenditure would oall for an inoreased
tax on oommeroe.

This being true, and it baving been proven that publio

works oould be oonstructed more eoonomioally by private enterprise than by
the Federal government Douglas assured the governor of his state that it was
by far the better plan for the state to take up the matter and pay for these
35

by levying tonnage duties.
30. Ibid., 235:
31. ~Daill Demooratio Press and Chioago Demoorat
32. Chioago Daily Journal, Jan.18, 1854.

~rojeots
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Senator Douglas voted against the River and Harbor bill of l85~ beoause
bB felt that the appropriations provided therein for the Illinois and Iowa
rivers and harbors were so small that they would soaroely begin the neoess
iDlprovements.

He spoke at length oonoerning the amount of money that was

.ssted by these small appropriations.

They provided for mere beginnings

which were praotioally destroyed by winds and ourrents before further appropriations oou1d be obtained with whioh to

comp~te

as his argument was, oriticism was his lot.

the projects.

36

The Democratic Press

37

Sensible
whioh

had been supporting him wrote, ttwhen Mr. Douglas represented the Bounty
Traot in Congress and wanted to make favor in that region he Was a River and
Karbor man, and wrote letters in favor of an appropriation of $200,000 to
improve the Illinois River.

Now that he is eleotioneering upon a larger

scale, and wants Southem votes he is against River and Harbor improvemexrl;s
altogether. "

Reoords do not show that he was ever against these measures

unless in oertain parts that did not oome up to his ideas of fairness.

The

..

same paper also stated, "The 'Tonnage Duties' were all the go with Mr.

Douglas for a time, but tonnage duties, like

~is

other duties, have been

abandoned and neglected to oatch presidential votes."

His oonsistent mani-

festation of keen interest in the growing West was entirely ignored.
Yet in 1856 we find the Senator supporting the same plan providing for
tonnage duties.
was
33.

34.
35.
36.
37.

A bill for oontinuing the improvement of the Chioago harbor

the summe r of that ear. Douglas maintained
bid., Jan. 27, 1 54.
( "
to Gov. Matteson, 241.
"
" Letter
It)
( It
Ibid.,
241.
"
Globe, 32 Congress, 1 session, 998.
The Demooratio Press, September 28, 1854.
discussion duri
oont nued from p.50
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that it was useless to argue over whether or not these improvement! should
be continued.

Bars would continue to form and repairs and improvements

would continue to be necessary.

"I have said frequently that this improve-

ment of rivers and harbors will never end; and the only question is, as to
the plan we shall adopt," was his reasonable conolusion to the problem at
hand. 38

As sincerely as Senator Douglas brought forward
his plan, and as
.
ardently as he endeavored to win for it support, it was forced into the
background by the increasing interest in the

slave~

issue.

Nevertheless,

his record in the Senate oonveys the impression that he was a sincere
.advooate of river and harbor improvements.

He apparently saw no objection

to Federal aid for this purpose, but 'When that system failed to secure the
desired results he sought to establish one which he felt would benefit the
navigation interests of his state and of the entire West.

In short, his

primary interest was the improveJOOnt of rivers and harbors rather than the
method by which it should be secured.
Another problem of vital importance at this time to the people of
Illinois ani, in faot, to the inhabitants of the entire West arose over the
disposal of the public lands. With the exception of certain grants made by
foreign sovereigns before 1783 all of Illinois was "publio domain,"
was surveyed and disposed of by the United States.

39

and

In connection with

this, there developed two plans which beoame known as the homestead policy
and the preemption policy.

The reader will recall that by the land aot of

1785 the lands of the West could be bought at the state capitals in 640
!S. Globe, 34 Congress, 1 session, 1941.
39. Thomas Donaldson, ~ Publio Domain, Government Printing Offioe,
Washington, 1884, 426.
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aore lots at not less than a dollar an aore.

In 1800 land offioesJrere

established near the lands to be sold. and the minimum

~ount

that oould be

purohased at one time was reduoed to 160 aores. but the minimum prioe was
inoreased to two dollars an aore.
installments.
SO

Payments. however, could be made in four

The soaroity of money made

eve~this

arrangement diffiou1t.

in 1820 the price was reduoed to a dollar and a quarter an aore, but

oash

p~nt

was required.

Even at this lowered price settlers found it

•

impossible to save enough to acquire and tmprove a farm.

Consequently the

westerners arrived at the conolusion that the government should grant the
land to the settlers for only the cost of surveying it.

This idea beoame

known as the "homestead policy."
The Easterners had helped to purohase mnoh of this land from the
Indians and henoe, objected to its being given away to others.
was that

ma~

The result

Westerners without government provision or pennission moved

into the unsurveyed regions and established homes.

This was all very well

until the government actually opened these areas for sale; dissension
arose, for buyers gladly ohose the improved pieoes, and the settlers who
had done the pioneering were foroed to move out.

This oondition prompted

the passage of a Preemption Aot whioh gave actual settlers an option on the
land at a dollar and a quarter an acre before it was put up at auotion to
40
the publio.
It was passed in 1830 for one year, but it was extended from
41
year to year until it was made permanent in 1841.
The western farmers
this assuranoe, but they continued to demand a homestead law;
40. Carl Russell Fish. History ~Amerioa, Amerioan Book Company, Chioago,
1925, 242-243.
41~ ~., 243; John Bell Sanborn,Congressional Grants of Land in Aid of
Railways, University of Wisoonsin. Madison, 1899, 107----------~preoiated
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and as land grants began to be given by the Federal government to states
for internal improvenents, the settlers on these lands beoame interested
in proteotion for their preemption rights.
Suoh were the oonditions when Stephen A. Douglas entered the United
states Senate.

His support of a liberal polioy in the management:; of the

public lands was in keeping with the oonsideration he aooorded the rights
and interests of the western farmers in other

~speots.

Members of the

Illinois delegation in both houses of Congress were kept busy during the
late forties and early fifties presenting memorials from Illinois oitizens
42
who were urging the passage of a homestead law.
Late in 1849 and early in 1850 Senator Douglas introduoed and defended
a Homestead bill whioh provided for the head of a family, male or female,

to reoeive 160 aores of land from the government providing he or she would
reside upon it and oultivate a portion of it for a period of four years.

43

He rejoioed that Senator Webster of Massaohusetts and Senator Houston of
Texas had introduoed similar requests.

44

A quotation or two from his speeoh

delivered in the Senate in defense of his proposed Homestead bill will best
serve to express his straightforward and unprejudioed sentiments on this
question:
I introduoed that bill (he deolared) believing that
it embraoed the true prinoiple upon whioh the publio
lands should be disposed of; believing that the justioe
of it would oommend itself to the approbation of the
people of every portion of the oountry; believing that
the man who goes into the wilderness, and makes the
first settlement, who ereots his house. who makes his
1m rovements, who undergoes the privation to whioh
42. G obe. 30 Congress.
session, 2;
ongress. 2 sess on, 409; Co1e,90
43. Sheahan, 527; Letter to Mayor Woodworth of Chioago from Douglas, Maroh.
28. 1850, Illinois Republioan
44. Globe, 31 Congress, 1 session, 264.
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pioneers are subject is entitled to the preference over
him who purchases the land for purposes of speculation
and waits for the price to rise to make his fortune
from those Who are to come after him. 45

.'

Senator Seward of New York had proposed a resolution Whereby
preference in land grants would be given to f-oreigners .. who .. he said .. were
\

forced by injustices and oppression to leave their native land.

Douglas ..

in defense of his own po1ia,y, replied as follows:

•

I believe, sir, that that (Douglas' plan) is the true
principle on which the public lands should be disposed
of - a prinoiple whioh is of as muoh importance to
the South as it is to the North, to one portion of the
new state as to another - when the recently acquired
territory is to be disposed of; and, sir .. I drew that
bill with reference to liberality of aotion upon the
question, so far as foreigners and emigrants were
concerned, in order that both the foreigner and the
emigrant should be put upon an equal footing with oitizens of the United States. 46
He vigorously oondemned the practioe of favoring the foreigner that
was being carried on in some sections, but he also maintained that the
emigrant should not be denied the srune privileges granted to the citizens.
liThe true policy," he said, "is to do neither.

Reoeive the emigrant

settler on an equality with the Amerioan citizen, and make no discriminati
for or against either.,,47
There were some who believed that those who would benefitby the
proposed Homestead polioy would be renuired to pay no taxes.
denied such a possibility.

Douglas

Both native and foreigner, he assured the

Senate .. would pay taxes and thereby helpto build up the country and to
reduoe the
45. Giobe,
46. Ibid.,
47. Ibid.,
48. Ibid.,

48

burden of taxation upon the other citizens of the United states.
31 Congress .. i session, 264.
263.
266.
266.

-
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Again Senator Douglas was accused of advocating a policy the. t w1.s
largely a vote-catching proposition.

The exact motives behind Douglas'

proposal. of oourse. can not be ascertained. but it was a measure heartily
desired by the Westerners.

Douglas himself pointed out that Webster'S
,

49

proposal inol uded widows" and his own mentioned females as well as males.
In oonneotion with public land grants" late in 1850 the Senate took
up the consideration of a bill to grant bounty

~nd

to oertain offioers and

soldiers who were in the military service of the United States.

The bill

granted one hundred sixty acres for twelve months of servioe; eighty acres
50
for six months; and forty acres for three months.
Senator Shields of
Illinois drew attention to the fact that many" through no fault of their
own" never served a full term" and Senator Bell hoped that an amendment
would also provide for those who were called for only sixty days.

After

some debate upon the subjeot had taken place Senator Douglas announced that
while he found it difficult to put the desired amendment into a satisfactory

...

form. he had prepared one that approximated his idea.

It read:

That those who engaged to serve for a period of
twelve months or more" and who actually served
nine months, shall receive one hundred and sixty
acresJ those who engaged to serve for a period
of six months or more" and served four months"
shall receive eighty acres; and those who engaged
to serve for any or an indefinite period, and
served one month" shall receive forty acres. 5l
When Senator Davis of Mississippi suggested that some provision be
made for those disoharged on account of wounds or diseases prior to the
expiration
49. Ibid."
50. Ibid."
51. Ibid ••

of their term of service" Senator Douglas willingly agreed.
265.
1732.
1733.

r
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remarking "Two regiments from rrry own State _ who fought at Buena Vis~a,
were disoharged about ten days before the expiration of their·term of
servioe."

He immediately moved to add a proviso whioh would oare for the
52
disabled soldier who was honorably discharged •

....
The desire for a Homestead law beoame more widespread.

In 1851 the

General Assembly of Illinois passed a joint resolution urging Congress to
enaot a Homestead law.

On Ootober 13, 1851, a Jand reform oonvention was

held at Chioago for the same purpose.

The demandarthe settlers was

inoessa~

and constant until by 1852 the proposition of granting the public lands to
settlers became a national question and a souroe of political controversy
53
from 1854 to 1862.
The Free Soil Demooracy in its National Convention at
Pittsburgh on August 11, 1852 adopted as a plank in its platform the
54
following resolution:
That the public lands of the United States
belong to the people, and should not be sold
to individuals nor granted to oorporations,
but should be held as a sacred trust for the
benefit of the people and should be granted in
limited quantities, free of cost to landless
settlers.
With all these sentiments ooncerning the "public domain" Stephen A.
Douglas seemed to be in perfeot aooord.

His Homestead po1ioy was never

carried out during his lifetime, but the law passed shortly after his death
was very similar to his proposals.
The Senator's interest in the Chioago region was frequently labeled a
personal one.

It is true that his land holdings were rather large.

In 1849

he purohased about eighty aores fronting on Lake Miohigan south of the oity
GlObe, 31 Congress, I session, 1744.
53. Donaldson, 332.
54. ~., 332.

102.

r
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limits of that day, between what is now 33rd and 35th streets.

~

While he

was general counsel for the Illinois Central Railroad he reoeived in part
as his compensation deeds to large tracts of land in the Lake Calumet
region, whioh was often jokingly referred to as ftthe frog pond of Mr.
55
~
Douglas."
At the time of his death he held by contraots nearly five
thousand acres of land in Cook county all within an average area of fifteen
56
miles from Chicago.
It would be difficult t~say just what his intentions
57
were, but it has been said that when he was chai~ of the Committee of
Territories he refused to speoulate in land in the new states and territone
although the opportunity was at hand.

He spent lavishly toward the aid of
58
his party in Illinois during the campaigns of1856 and 1858,
and he showed
a philanthropio interest in Chicago and in higher education by his efforts
to found a local university.

Here again he was accused of a desire for

personal gain; namely, the benefit it would bring to his extensive properties in that vicinity.
His attitude throughout the transaction does not indicate that he was
prompted by suoh a motive.

Upon his return to Chicago after the 'passage of

the Kansas-Nebraska bill a banquet in his honor was given by a group of his
friends at the Tremont House.

It is told that at this

gatheri~

a desire to promote the founding of a university for Chicago.

he mention

Present at

the time was Charles Walker, one of his friends. and a prominent Baptist
citizen.

Through Walker's enoouragement Dr. John C. Burroughs. the pastor

ot the First Baptist Churoh of Chioago traveled to Washington in March,1856

~5.Thomas Wakefield Goodspeed, The universrt~ of Chica~o Biographical
Sketches, University of Chioago~ress, Ch c~o. 192 J II, 11.

56. N.P. Iglehart, History of ~Douglas Estate
H.A. Newcombe and Co.,chroago, 1869, p.i37.
57. Johnson, Douglas, p.3l0.

~

Chicago, Steam Press of

59
·59

to see Senator Douglas about plans for the founding of a universityt.

The result was a oontraot drawn up in the oity of Washington on April 2,
Senator Douglas agreed to give to Dr. Burroughs a nearly square

1856.

plot of ground oontaining approximately ten aores on the oondition that the

...

latter prooure the organization of a BOard of Trustees for a university
according to the statutes of the State of Illinois, and efect a building
for whioh not less than $100,000 should be
years. 60

rai~d and

expended within five

The looation of the site was on the south side at Cottage Grove

Avenue and Thirty-fourth Street, a looation then ver.y

muc~

in the oountry.

Horse oars ran on Cottage Grove Avenue only as far south as Thirty-first
street.

Senator Douglas' home was looated across the Avenue from the

university site, but only a very few buildings stood in the vicinity.
61
country all about was covered with oak trees.

The

On July 4, 1857, a little more than a year after the contraot was
signed, the corner-stone of the university building was laid, but the
Senator's unpopularity at the time, because of the hostility felt toward
the Kansas-Nebraska Act, reflected

u~on

tion of funds next to impossible.

Because of this situation Douglas deeded

the site in 1858 without any oonditions,

the university and made the collec62

and as critioism of him grew

more severe he offered to refund all the money expended on the site donated
by him up to that time, and to donate $50,000 toward the establishment of a
university on any site the trustees should choose.

He expressed his regrets

that his enemies had gone 80 far as to assail the University itself, and to
58. \continued from p. 58)Goodspeed, 11; Iglehart, 136.
59. Goodspeed, II, 17.
60. Ibid., 5-6.
61.

YbI'd.,

-

I, 320.

62. Ibid., II, 3.

r
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•
inoite influenoe against it beoause he had donated the site, but the
trustees showed their faitp in him by unanimously deolining his offer, and
by making him President of the Board of Trustees, whioh position he held
63
for five years.
The University organized by means of the aid of Stephen A. Douglas
olosed its doors in 1866 beoause of the oonstantly inoreasing burden of
debt.

The present University was organized undlr a new oharter, and under

a new Boardof Trustees appointed by the Amerioan Baptist Eduoational
Sooiety.

It is an entirely new and different institution, looated on a

new and different site, and it graduated its first olass in 1893.

The

first university ohanged its name to "The Old University" so that the new
one might be inoorporated under the title it had used, "The University of
Chioago."

The newly organized institution invited the graduates of "The

Old University" to beoome alumni, and to oooperate in establishing its
fame.

64

Even though the present University of Chioago is an entirely different
organization from the one established in Douglas' time the Illinois Senator
when he donated the site of the first University was in reality laying the
foundation of the great institution of the present.

There is a bronze

tablet showing a bust of Stephen A. Douglas on the wall of the oloister of
the Mitohell Tower group of bUildings at the University of Chioago.
it is the following insoription.
In honor of Stephen A. Douglas, who, in 1855,
generously oontributed to the founding of the
first University of Chioago established in
Chioago, this tablet is ereoted in June, 1901,
by the Deoennial Class of the University of
Chioago. 65

Below

r

61

,r

The present University reoeived from one of the last offioial:'of that
first University the original oontract for a deed of the site and also the
original deed whioh are oarefully guarded as valuable historioa1 papers.
After the death of Senator Douglas his oonneotion with the University
beoame one of its "enduring glories,"
ment has ever ,been raised to any man.
63. (oentinued from p.60) Ibid., 18.
ft
ft
IbId., :3
64.
n
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Ibid., 1.
65.
1.
66. ~.,
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and surely no more imposing monu-

.'
CHAPTER IV
DOUGLAS AND THE SLAVERY ISSUE IN ILLINOIS
BEFORE 1854
The geographioal position of Illinois tended to develop among its early
settlers adverse sentiments oonoerning the slavery question.

Early immi-

grants from Kentucky. Tennessee. Virginia, and lorth Carolina had reaohed
the state by way of the Ohio, Cumberland, and Tennessee rivers. l
slave states touohed its southern boundary.

Two

Then, too, the Indian possess-

ions in the northern area together with the absence of navigable waterways
between the East and the West enhanced the interests and strengthened the
connections that quite naturally drew these settlers GulfWard.
some of these immigrants were averse to the introduotion of

2

Although

slave~

into

the state they .rere southern enough in character to remain hostile to antislavery dootrines. 3
On the other hand the northern areas were populated chiefly by settlers
from the abolition states who had been attracted to that region after the
passing of the Indian and upon the completion of the Illinois-Miohigan
oanal.

Naturally they brought with them a substantial amount of abo1itioni

feeling and many free-soil principles.

Had Illinois been admitted to the

Union with its northern boundary extended west from the northern boundary of
Indiana as had been first suggested it is very probable that it would have
beoome a slave state.

It has been said that. "but for the northern tiers

of oounties Illinois might have been oarried out of the Union and with it
1. Johnson, Douglas, 151; RobertW. Patterson, Early Societl

~Southern

Illinois, Fergus Historical Series 11-15, Fergus Printing Co.Chicago,1880
No. 14, 118.
62

r

I
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Kentuoky and Missouri.

4

However, tJ:.e northern boundary was looated·at

42°30'. and Illinois beoame a link between the gulf plains and the lake and
5

prairie regions, a faot whioh virtually forced its statesmen to adopt a
spirit of oompromise.

...

.

Before Illinois beoame a state many restrictions had been plaoed upon
the negroes within the territory, but despite this faot their numbers had
increased.

In 1800 there were about one hundred thirty-five negroes in the

•

territory, but by 1820 the number within the state had increased to seven
hundred forty-nine.
"Blaok Codes. tt

6

These early restrictions later beoame known as the

They appeared in the state Constitution of 1818. the

statutes at Large of 1818-1819. and the Constitution of 1848.

7

It is also

interesting to note that these were not repealed until February 7, 1865.
~nen

8

Illinois applied for admission as a state the question of slavery

seemed to be a vital one, and oonsiderable unoertainty existed as to whether
or not Congress would admit Illinois with the Constitution of 1818.

There

arose in the House some opposition based upon the belief that the Constitution was not oonolusive enough in its rejeotion of slaver,y.

Other members,

however, maintained that the Ordinanoe of 1789 had no referenoe to slaves
already held in the Northwest Territory, and that Illinois should not be
refused admission upon such a teohnicality.

The bill passed in the House by

a large majority and the Senate approved it without discussion.

Thus

Congress showed its approval of the theory that the Ordinance of 1789 did
2. (oontinued from p.6l) Johnson, Douglas, 151.
3.
tf
tiL
It
Patterson, 118.
4. Ibid., 119.
5. JOhnSon, Douglas, 152.
6. N.Dwight Harris, The Histo~ of Ne*i9 Servitude in Illinois and the
Slavery Agitation in that
ate, .!..-..-1864, A.C.McC1urg And Company,
Chioago, 1904, 10.
7.Ibid .. 10; JohnsonVTJ'1nois AS a Constjt}lenc.i: 4Q5

~
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not apply to negroes held as slaves in the Northwest Territo~ befo~e·that

year, and the state was admitted with the right to retain negroes as
Uindentured servants."

9

Harris claimed, "Before 1840 and for several years

after, the negro had no legal status in Illinois.

He was an ostraoized

•

individual existing, by the sufferance of the people of Illinois, without
citizenship and without social recognition."
free negroes in Illinois were not allowed to
courts or serve in the militia.

Previous to the Civil War
vo~e,

sue for liberty in the

In fact they could not reside within the

state without a certificate of freedom obtained at some County Commissionerf
court and without posting a bond of $1000 in assurance that they would
10
never beoome oounty charges.
Up to 1836 the Illinois Supreme Court
proteoted the indenture system, but, refleoting publio opinion, it tended
to destroy the system between 1836 and 1845.

After 1845 the Court's
11
judgments were all on the anti-slavery side.
Politioians, mostly southern

in sympathy, urged the oalling of a oonvention in 1824 to draw up a new
12
constitution that would provide for the "normal existenoe of slave~."
Henoe we see that previous to the 1840's the anti-slavery element in
Illinois was rather negligible, but during that deoade the force of "Yankee"
ideals and polioies began to develop.

Central Illinois, which inoluded the

territory about Quincy, Springfield, and Champaign, represented a oombination of the traditions, like and dislikes of the two extreme seotions of the
8. (oontinued from p.63) Harris, 10.
9. Ibid., 24-26.
lo.IbId., 226.
11.Ibid., 110-117; 121-122.
12.Patterson, 118.
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state.

~

~

The development ot the anti-slavery movement in Illinois during

the early torties was very noticeable.

The tirst abolition vote in

Illinois was cast in 1840 at which time James G. Birney. the national
Liberty candidate tor President, received one hundred sixty votes.

This

vote represented twenty-two oounties out ot eighty-eight, and only twentytwo votes out ot the one hundred sixty came trom south ot Springtield.
An anti-slavery convention was held at

Galesbur~

in 1841, and an anti-

slavery newspaper, the Western Citizen, was established in Chicago in 1842.
Aurora held a Liberty state Convention in 1844. and during that same year
Chicago elected one alderman from the Liberty party.

In November 1844,

3469 votes were cast in Illinois tor that party's candidate tor President.

14

By 1847 it was clearly evident that the abolitionists were asserting
themselves throughout the state.

They held a southern Illinois Liberty

Convention at Eden on October 6, 1847 where a committee of ten was appointed
to agitate the question in preparation tor the campaign ot 1848.

They

expressed disapproval over the proposed Constitution ot 1848 because it
restricted citizenship to white persons.

About the same time a Chicago

Liberty Convention endorsed the opposition to discrimination against the
negro, to the Mexican War, and to the acquisition ot Texas.
oated the repeal of the Illinois "Black Laws. ft

It also advo-

After peace was signed with

Mexico in February, 1848 a widespread interest was manitested as to whether
or not slavery would be extended into the newly aoquired territory.

A

~trong teeliAg against its extension developed within all parties. 15
13. George Fort Milton, The Eve ot Conflict, Houghton Mitflin Company,
Boston and New York,-:uf3~p:316-317.
14. Harris, 146-155.
15. ..........
Ibid., 161-162 •
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During the summer of 1848 a oonvention of abolitionists met at Buffalo
and created a Union or Free Soil Party.

It adopted a platfor.m, and nomin-

ated Martin Van Buren and John Quinoy Adams.

~

Chicago Tribune, a daily

Free Soil paper, had been established July 10, 1847, and now the Chicago
Free Soil League ratified the platform and nominations of the new Free
16
Soil Party.
The ~higs throughout the state opposed the extension of
slaver.y.

Henoe they fell in line also with

th~newly

thus making two anti-slavery groups in Illinois.

established party,

The newer one, however,

was more moderate than the old Liberty Party.17 Van Buren reoeived 15,702
votes in Illinois, a gain of 12,233 for the Free Soil group sinoe 1844.
However, no gains were made in the looal eleotions, and hard times, financial diffioulties and laok of leaders weakened the abolitionists' oontrol;8
The Whig and Demooratio parties were both well developed in Illinois at this
time.

The latter was greater in numbers, better disoiplined, and more

effioient, and it had oontrolled all the general eleotions in the state
19
since 181S.
Of this influential party Stephen Arnold Douglas was beooming the
undisputed leader.

He had grown to manhood in a Demooratio commmnity, and

he had identified himself with the New Englander who had moved to Illinois.
Nevertheless, his personal life enabled him to acquire a sympathetio understanding of southern ways and of the sooial order that was based upon the
,slave system.

Upon entering Congress the "Little Giant" made the aoquain-

tanoe of David S. Reid, a young lawyer from North Carolina.

The two beoame

olose friends and Douglas was often invited to partake of the hospitality
16. Ibid., 167-169.
17. Ib"i'd., 171.
18. ~., 172-175.
19. Ibid., 156;Johnson~Illinois as a Constituenof,408
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of the Southland.

4'

Soon he had become acquainted with many of Mr. Reid's

friends and relatives.

Among these was Reid's cousin, Martha Denny Martin,

the daughter of a North Carolina planter.

She beoame the wife of Stephen

Douglas on April 7, 1847, shortly after he had been ohosen United States
Senator from Illinois.

Through his marriage and by his association with

southern men and women he beoame fgmiliar with plantation life, its
and its problems.

feeli~

This experience did not make.him pro-southern nor a slav-

ery advocate, but it did free him of the narrow viewpoint of many of his

northern associates.
Colcnel Martin, Mrs. Douglas' father, had invested in a plantation
on the Pearl river in Mississippi where one hundred fifty negroes were
engaged in raising cotton.

Upon his death this property was left to

Douglas' wife and their two sons.

It furnished excellent material for the

Senator's political enemies, and many were the jibes and insinuations that
were hurled at him.

Again and again he was accused of being a slaveholder.

In a letter to the editor of the %llinois State Register Douglas explained
his position briefly and clearly.

"It is true," he wrote, ttthat my wife

does own about 150 negroes in Mississippi on a cotton plantation.

My

fatper-in-Iaw in his lifetime offered them to me and I refused to aocept
them.

This fact is stated in his will, but I do not wish it brought to the

public as the public have no business with my private affairs, and besides
anybody would see that the information must have come from me.
no negroes except those in Mississippi.
Carolina, but no negroes.

My

wife has

We have other property in North

It is our intention, however, to remove all our

property to Illinois as soon as possible."
20. Johnson, Douglas, 147.

21
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Briefly stated, the foregoing indioates the slavery

backgroun~of

senator Douglas and of his oonstituenoy at the time he beorume United states
senator and entered into one of the greatest oontroversies in the nation's
history.

As the deoade of the forties drew to a olose Illinoisians watched

•

the slaver,y issue with an ever growing interest.

The northerners, largely

free soil advooates, were agitated; the southerners, really favoring pro2
slavery measures, sought to keep a middle path.:
Vlhen the Mexioan War began, many antioipated an aoquisition of territory in the southwest and an extension of the oompromise line of 1820.
As if to oounteraot suoh

an ooourrenoe David Wilmot, a Pennsylvania Demoorat

offered, in August 1846, a proviso that would permanently exolude slavery
from

~

territor,y whioh might be aoquired from Mexioo.

In the House it

won by six votes, but a deadlook in the Senate defeated the measure there.
23
Douglas. then a member of the House, voted against it.
By 1848, the state Legislature of Illinois was oontrolled largely by

the northern and oentral seotions and it was safely Demooratio;

24

yet

during the regular winter session of 1849 Free Soi1ers and Whigs aided the
25
Demoorats of the northern seotion in passing an unexpeoted joint resolution.
26
Southern Demoorats had voted against it, but they were in the minority.
27
On January 30, 1849, Douglas presented that resolution in the -Senate.
It requested him and his fellow delegates "to prooure the enactment of suoh
~!. (continued fram p.67) Ibid., 149. In a footnote Johnson states that this
letter dated Aug. 3, l~was in the possession of Mrs. James W.Patton

22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

of Springfield, Ill. at the time he wrote Douglas' biography.
Cole, 64.
Bernard and Stuve, 635.
Ibid., 636; Willis, 105.
Willis, 106; Harris, 177;
Willia, 106.
Globe, 30 Congress, 2 session~II, 394.
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laW's for the government of the territories acquired by the United states
under the treaty with Mexico as shall expressly declare that there shall
neither be slavery nor involuntary servitude in those territories unless
for the punishment of orimes."

Representative Douglas had voted against
.-'?

the Wilmot Proviso and Senator Douglas continued to oppose any measure

embodying its principle.

The following quotation from a speech made by

him in New Orleans disoloses his attitude on th, subjeot at the time:
I say to you what I have ever said to ~ own
oonstituents in Illinois, I will vote for no
man who is in favor of the Wilmot Proviso. When
I am required by mw oonstituents to support that
measure, as muoh as I value their oonfidenoe, as
highly as I appreciate the distinctions they have
oonferred on me, I will not hesitate to resign
~ post and retire to private station. 28
It was with interest and with some differenoe of opinion that his
state awaited the moment when their Senator would aotually be oalled upon
to !fobey" or to "resign."

Several oandidates entered the field in antioi-

pation of his resignation. 29

The ottawa ~ Trader of January 19,

expressed the hope that he would not resign.
'~11

IlJudge Douglas, II it wrote,

find no diffioulty, in our opinion, in harmonizing his oourse with

any pledges he has ever made, and yet be able to satisfy his oonstituents,
30
so that his enemies may as well stop orowing for the present. tt
In spite of his attitude a southern Illinois paper deolared,"But he
wontt resign, although his resignation would be perfeotly satisfaotory to
.
n3l
h1S
oonstituenoy.
28. Chioago Daiiy Journa1, Jan. 24, 1849.
29. Ibid.
30. ~ation fram Ottawa Free Trader printed in Chioago Daily Journal,
January 24,1849.
---31. Editorial in Illinois Republioan, .Belleville, June 12,1849.
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On October 22, 1849,

ne

defended his stand on this measure.

~~

deolared that had the Wilmot Proviso been made a part of the treaty with
Mexico a great injustice would have been perpetrated against the states
_bieh would be formed from the Mexioan Cession.

If any of these states

4

insisted upon recognizing slavery within its bounds the treaty would be
broken and as a result the other portions of that document might also be
32
.
declared null and void.
A few months later ~e argued that under this
provision California and New Mexioo oou1d never have been obtained.

The

Senators from slave states could not vote for it and as a result the neoessary two-thirds vote for the acoeptance of the treaty could never have been
33
obtained.
California sought admission to the Union in February 1850, and
excitement and agitation over slavery increased that spring.

Meetings

favoring the Wilmot Proviso were held in Waukegan, Ottawa, and other
34
places.
A non-partisan free soil meeting presided over by Mayor J.H.
Woodworth was held in the city hall at Chicago to oppose slavery and to
35
promote the Wilmot Proviso.
This assembly requested Senator Douglas to
obey the resolutions of the Illinois Legislature in spirit and in reality
or resign.

The Senator had aided Henry Clay in preparing compromisemeas-

ures, and had reported them from the Committee on Territories without the
Proviso.

Douglas did not want to resign, but he also believed in the right

of instructions.

Pressure from his state beoame strong enough that.an

amendment in keeping with its instructions was finally added.
32. Illinois State Register, Nov. 8, 1849.
33. Globe, 31 Congress, 1 session, Appendix XXII, 368.
34. Cole, 69.
35. ~., 69.

He olaimed

~.
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tbat he felt oertain that the measure would not oarry even with the 4 Illinois
~ote.

After a bitter attack upon it in the Senate he obeyed the instruction
36
and voted for it, but, as he expected, it failed.
Agitation and debate over the compromise measures oontinued throughout

..

."

the summer of 1850.

The delay in admitting California to the Union after

she had made a oonstitution was bitterly denounoed,

37

and the Whigs in

northern Illinois oontinued to oppose the exteniion of slavery.

Douglas

favored the oompromise measures which he and Clay had devised, and he nobly
defended them in the oity hall in Chioago on October 23,1850.

At that time

he olaimed that he himself had prepared the sections providing for the
admission of California as a free state and for the creation of a territoria
government in Utah and New Mexico which left the people therein to regulate
38
their own domestic institutions.
Douglas insisted that the territories
belonged to all the people of the United States and should be disposed of
in a way that would benefit all.

Southern rights could not be violated by

prohibiting slavery nor northern rights by allowing the inhabitants to de39
cide the question for themselves.
These oompromise measures had passed
one by one during September.

Jefferson Davis deolared that Senator Douglas
40
had every rigpt to be proud of these measures.
Douglas himself was very satisfied with the results of his efforts.
41
He believed the measures removed all oause for seotional disoontent,
but
36. Davidson and Stuve, 636; Cole, 67
37. Editorial in Chioago Weekly Journal, June 10, 1850.
38. From a oolleotion of the Speeohes of Senator Douglas of Illinois,
Vlashington,D.C., 1844-1855, 16.
39. Albert J. Beveridge, Abraham Lincoln 1809-1858, Houghton Mifflin Company,
New York, 1928, II,107.
-O. Globe, 31 Congress, 1 session, XXII, 1830.
1. Ibid.m 1830.
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such was not the oase.

l'
One of these oompromise provisions. the Fug1tive

slave Law. required all oitizens to assist in the oapture of runaway
slaves.

For two years before its passage the proposal had aroused serious

opposition, and after it beoame a law it reinforoed seotional antagonism.

ManY mass meetings were oalled and numerous resolutions oondemning the law
42

were adopted.

Intense feeling was espeoially prevalent in Chicago.

On

July 8, 1850 Alderman Dodge proposed a resolutiin in the Council that since
43
the Supreme Court had decreed that state officers were under no obligation
to fulfill the duties imposed upon them as suoh offioers by the Congress,
they did not oonsider it their duty or the duty of their oity officers to
arrest fUgitive slaves.

It was unanimously oarried.

1850, Alderman Throop offered a similar resolution.

44

Again on Ootober 21.

He branded the Senators

and Representatives from free states who voted for this measure or failed
to vote against it as betrayers "only to be ranked with the traitors
Benediot Arnold and Judas Isoariot."

45

This aoousation was aimed direotly

at Senator Douglas. who had been absent from the Senate when the Fugitive
Slave Aot was passed.

More than once it was inferred that he had sneaked

away in order to aid its passage.

46

This he publioly denied declaring that

he most assuredly would have voted for that measure as he had done for all
the other oompromise measures had he not been unavoidably absent.

Arrange-

ments to pay a $4000 note about to fall due in New York had not gone thr
He was. therefore. foroed to go to New York at onoe that he might prevent
42. liarris, 177.
43. Story va. Prigg case. Beveridge. 126.
44. Fremont O. Bennett. Poli~io~ ~ PolitioM?-S ~ Chicago" ~ County ~
n.iJrinois, The Blakely PrJ.ntJ.ng Company, Chl.oago, 1886, 73-74.
45. Ibid." 74; Goodspeed, 14.
46. Bennett, 74; Johnson" Douglas" 188.
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the note being protested •

•

His fellow senators assured him that the bill

• oul d not be up for disoussion for another week but while dining with some
Illinois friends in New York he reoeived word that the bill was ready for
its third reading.
vote.

He rushed baok, but arrived too late for the final

Senator Shields, so Douglas olaimed, had dissuaded him fram explain-

ing his absenoe immediately upon his return.
everyone knew Douglas was for the bill.

Shields felt oertain that

Publio.vindication was finally

made upon the floor of the Senate, but not until after Douglas had been
made the target of many insulting remarks.
Despite the vindioation, Douglas oontinued to be severely oritioized
for his connection with the passage of the Fugitive Slave Law.

On Ootober

22, 1850, a mass meeting of citizens was held in the oity hall at Chioago.
48
Fiery speeohes were delivered and numerous resolutions
were proposed.
However, before the final adoption of any of these resolutions Stephen A.
Douglas appeared at the gathering.

He invited all those who were inter-

ested to return the next evening and listen to his explanation of the law
that was being oonsidered so obnoxious.

There were some who favored the

Fugitive Slave Law, and there were others who feared that this open opposition to the law might prompt Congress to retaliate by cutting off harbor
appropriations and railroad grants.

The enemies of the law were anxious to

hear how it could possibly be justified.
the hall was filled on October 23.
hours.

As a result of all these attitudes

Douglas spoke for three and one half

He listed the oompromise measures and briefly disoussed them, one

~one.

48. Chicago Daily Demoorat, October 23, 1850.
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He began the discussion of the Fugitive Slave Law by reading the
preamble and the resolutions which had been adopted by the City Council
twO nights before. 49

Their objections he reduced to two, namely, in vio-

lation of the Constitution the law suspended the writ of habeas corpus in
.i>,.

time of peace; and it abolished the right of trial by jury.50

He then set

forth to explain t-hat this new law was only amendatory to the old fugitive
laW of 1793.

The old law had been wrecked whetJt,Judge Story decreed that
51
any state might forbid its officials to enforce the national statute.
In Douglas t own words,
The provisions of the old law have been submitted
to the test of long experience - to the scruti~ of
the bar and the judgment of the courts. The writ
of habeas oorpus had been adjudged to exist in all
oases under it, and had always been resorted to when
a proper case arose. In amending the law there was
no necessity for a~ new provision upon this subjectS2
because nobody desired to change it in this respeot.
He also announoed to his audience that in the opinion of Attorney General Crittenden this reoent law was consistent with the Constitution and
did not suspend the wit of habeas corpus.

As for the objection concerning

the trial by jury he pointed out that the new law left that question
exaotly where the old law had left it.

In faot the old law was silent on

this point, and the courts had always deoided the procedure in accordance
with the Constitution.

HIf the act of last session be repealed," he said,

"that will neither benefit nor injure the fugitive, so far as the right of
53
trial by_ jury is ooncerned."
The new law, it was true, made no provision
49. Speeoh by Douglas, 19.
50. Ibid., 21.
51. Prigg vs. Pennsylvania, 16 Peters, 539-614, January Term, 1842.
52. Sheahan, 175.
53. Speech by Douglas, 23. October 28, 1850.
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for jury trial

of a fugitive slave, but it was expeoted that such

,,"ould be managed as they had been in the past.

~ases

The ohief differenoe betwe

the law of 1793 and that of 1850 was that the latter provided that
national rather than state offioia1s should enforoe it. 54 Anyone hindering

.....,

the arrest or aiding in the escape of a fugitive was punishable by a heavy
fine.
This speech of October 23,1850 in Chioago has been oonsidered a great
personal victory for Douglas.

•

Whether by the foroe of his personality or

by the logio of his words, he did win over his listeners.

After he had

answered their questions he proposed that those present adopt a resolution
pledging support to the Union, the Constitution, and the laws of Congress.
A member of the audience suggested that they add a clause repudiating the
resolutions adopted by the City Council two nights before.

The original

proposal together with the suggested addition was formally adopted with
55
ver,y little protest.
At a meeting of the Counoil the next evening Alderman Hamilton moved to "expunge" from the records the resolutions oondemning
those who aided in the passage of the Fugitive Slave Law. The motion was
56
laid on the table,
but on November 29, 1850, it was agreed to allow the
57
resolutions to remain.
During the session Of 1851 the Legislature of Illinois took on an
attitude of good will.

It resoinded the Wilmot Proviso resolutions and all

parties accepted the passage ot the Compromise of 1850.

Two years before

ever,y Whig in both Houses had voted to adopt those resolutions which they
58
ncrw voted to rescind.
54. Beveridge, It, 126.
58. Davidson and Stuve, 636-637.
55. Wi1lia, 165.
56. Bennett, 74-75.
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But in spite of these signs of harmony the abolition movement oontinue
to develop.

In September 1851 Illinois sent delegates to the two national

anti-slaver,y oonventions at Buffalo and Cleveland.

The resolutions and acts

passed by these oonventions did not satisfy the abolitionists of Illinois.
They desired stronger opposition to slaver,y and oonsequently continued to
agitate for a true National Liberty party.

59

During the winter of 1851-

1852 definite efforts were taken to unite all tiose who opposed slavery.

60

Through the press and in conventions the Free Democratic party of Illinois
took an aotive part in the oampaign of 1852.

A law passed by the Legisla-

ture on February 12, 1853 prompted them to increase their efforts in
opposition to the pro-slavery group.
of free negroes into Illinois.
into the state.

The law prohibited the immigration

It made it a orime to bring colored persons

Any negro who appeared in Illinois and remained there for

ten days was liable to arrest and to a fine of fifty dollars.

If he were

unable to pay he could be .sold to the person who would assume the oosts of
61
his trial.
In reality the law was an act of hostility toward the abolitio ists who were aiding tugitive slaves and a ooncession to the Southerners
who oould reolaim their slaves by the payment of court costs.

Its support-

ers defended it on the eoonomio grounds that it would prevent an over-supply
of negro labor in Illinois, but definite and active opposition to it continued.
ing it.

62

Whig and Democratio papers joined the Free Demoorats in oondemnThe Chioago Journal, Alton Courier, Alton Telegraph, Belleville

Advocate and Galena Advertiser were among the list of opponents. 63
59. Harris, 181.
60. Ibid., 182.
61. Ibid., 188.
62. Ibid., 188.
63. Ibid., footnote, 188.
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Senator Douglas' opposition to the Wilmot Proviso and his support of
the Fugitive Slave Law put him notioeably out of tune with the anti-slavery
sentiments whioh were spreading so rapidly among his oonstituents.
the danger of his party falling apart.

He saw

He had worked for twenty years to
.4,?

.

beoome a party leader and he maintained that he would abide by the polioy
of his party.

The desire to extend slavery into the territories oame from
64

the South whioh was largely Demooratio in its Plrty affiliations.

lay the diffiou1ty.

Herein

Douglas never gave any absolute indioation that he was

pro-slavery in his sympathies.

He onoe said in referenoe to the subjeot,

"I think it is a ourse beyond oomputation to both white and b1aok. n65
On a par with his desire to remain a party leader, was his keen interest in

the development of the west.

The South hesitated to agree to the admission

of states that would destroy the balance of power on slavery issues.
this point Stephen A. Douglas was in a very de1ioate position.

At

He wished to

remain the leader of the Demooratio Party, and the strength of that party
lay in the South.

He was interested in the development of the West, but

southern senators would not aid in the organization of territories or states
where slavery was to be excluded.

Among his oonstituents was the ever

growing agitation to abolish slavery.
The year 1850 found Douglas, in the faoe of these oonditions, adopting
a policy to which he adhered to the end of his life.

To him the great

agitation over the extension ot slavery was futile - futile because it was
in direot opposition to the will ot nature - tuti1e also, beoause it oould
not sucoessfull thrive nor be suooessfull abolished without 100a1 coo era64. Major George Murray MoConnell, Reco leotions of Stephen A. Douglas,
Illinois State Historioal Sooiety, Transaotions for 1900, vol.IV, 48-49.
65. ~., 48.
--

tion.

Climate, soil, agricultural products, and local police prote~tion

were the factors that decided where slavery would or would not exist.
frequently expressed his conclusion in this regard.

He

When Calhoun cited

the Ordinance of 1787 as an instance of the South's exclusion from the
public domain Douglas repliedl
These facts furnish a practical illustration of
that great truth which ought to be familiar to all
statesmen and politicians that a law. passed by the
national legislature to operate locally upon a
people not represented will always remain practically
a dead letter upon the statute book, if it be in
opposition to the wishes and supposed interests of
those who are to be affected by it, and at the s~e
time charged with its execution. The Ordinance of
1787 was practically a dead letter. It did not
make the country to whichit applied practically free
from slave~. The states formed out of the territory northwest of the Ohio did not become free by
virtue of the ordinance nor in consequence o~ it
•••• (but) by virtue of their own free will. 6
Out of this contention developed his doctrine of "squatter sovereigntyn
or "popular sovereignty" as it was sometimes known.

This doctrine

encompassed the principles: "That Congress shall neither legislate slavery
into

~

territor,y or state, nor out of the same; but the people shall be

left free to regulate their domestic concerns in their own w$Y, subject
only to the Constitution of the United States. n67

The fundamental principle

of local self-government based upon the love of the frontier for individualism, together with the fulfillment of the laws of nature, was the only

10 ical basis upon which the uestion could be settled. S8 Predicti that
66. G 0 e,
ongress,
session, Appen 1X
I, 369- O.
67. Douglas' Speech in the Senate on the Kansas-Nebraska Bill, Carr, 190.
68. Professor Frederick J. Turner, "The Middle West," in The International
Monthly, vol.IV, pp.806-807, 1910.
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out of the territory stretching from the Mississippi to the

Pacific~even-

teen free states would be formed, Douglas ridiculed the idea that a balance
of power could be maintained in the United States through legislation.
questioned where would be found sufficient slave
seventeen free states.

territo~

He

to balance

6 9 ; '

He insisted that in no way was he a traitor

because in reality he was opening the South to freedom rather than the North
to slavery.

70

Senator Douglas seemed sinoere in his belief that slavery agitation
in Congress would oease if the question of slavery in the new territories
were left to the people who resided therein.

The development of the West

continued to be an important objective of Douglas' life.
time that the

slave~

About the same

issue commanded so great a part of his attention, he

beoame the ardent ohampion of a Pacific Railway.

As we have noted the

success of this project depended to a large extent upon the organization of
Nebraska.
Between Missouri's two Senators, Thomas H. Benton and David R. Atchison
there existed a spirit of rivalry and antagonism.

T~ey

both desired the

organization of Nebraska and the construction of a Pacific Railway.

However

Atchison publicly refused to support the above mentioned projects unless
his constituents could enter the

territo~

vdth their slaves.

tended that the repeal of the Missouri Compromise was

Thus he con-

necessa~.

Benton

assailed this plan, and the repeal of that document became an issue of
71

Uissouri politics.
69. Johnson, Douglas, 180.
70. McConnell, 49.
71. Beveridge, 171-172.
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Further.more the Wyandot Indians from Ohio had been given land 1n the
Nebraska oountry close to Missouri.

Congress delayed so long in granting

them territorial government that they set up a provincial government of
72
their own in 1852.
The settlers oonsisted of Indians, missionaries, and
4

other white persons oonnected with the federal government's military
station.

They elected as a delegate to Congress a Reverend Thomas Johnson,

a slavery advocate.

This procedure interestedladley D.Johnson of Iowa.

He was a member of the Iowa Legislature and a railroad advocate, who was
also interested in Nebraska.

Through his influence a group of frontiersmen

crossed the Missouri, and on Ootober 11, 1853, they ohose the Iowa Johnson
as a delegate.

There was nothing legal about these electiOns, but they

indioated a rather widespread interest in the organization of Nebraska.

73

In order to prevent dispute Hadley Johnson suggested that the territory be
divided so that both Johnsons might retain the office When the region would
.
74
be organ~zed.
On December 14, 1853 Senator Dodge of Iowa introduced a bill for the
75
organization of the Territory of Nebraska.
It was exactly like one that
Representative

of Missouri had presented at the last session, and
76
that had been lost in the Senate.
Douglas, as Chairman of the Comm±ttee
F~ll

on Territories, was intrusted with the management of this bill.
Atchson and Senator Douglas were close friends.

Senator

It is believed according

to Atchison's own story that he appealed to Douglas to inoorporate into
.
76
that wou ld repea1 the·Ali ssour1• Compro~s~.
1
Dodge's Nebraska bill a cause
72. Ibid., 173.
73. ~., 174.
74. ibid., 175.
75. Ibid., 175.
76. Ray, 201-202.
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This appeal was consistent with the "popular sovereignty" theory or
Douglas.

Long before Congress had met, the press predicted a struggle
77
over the repeal of the Missouri Compro~~se.
On January 4, 1850 Douglas reported the Nebraska bill of Senator

,.

...

Dodge back to the Senate with important amendments providing for the
78
establishment of the principles of the compromise measures of 1850.
Discussion on the bill was postponed until Janu:ry 23, but in the meantime
the radical Whig, Senator Dixon of Kentucky gave notice that when the bill
oame up he would propose an amendment that would repeal the Missouri Compro79
mise.
Whether or not this was a clever ruse to test Douglas has not been
80
asoertained, but it forced him to openly proolaim his position onthis issue.
He reported on January 23, a substitute known as the Kansas-Nebraska bill
81
which unmistakably repealed the Compromise of 1820.
Dixon announoed
that he would not consider his own amendment any longer.

This pleased

Douglas who had feared that Dixon would attempt to legislate slavery into
82
the territories.
The following day brought forth the publication of Chase's bitter
83

attaok upon the bill.

It interpreted Douglas' share in this document as

a move for Southern support in order to attain the Presidency.
defended himself against this and other violent attacks.
his
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.

Douglas

He insisted that

motives were merely_ to open the Nebraska country in order to promote
Beveridge, 172.
Ray, 205-206.
Ibid., 207.
Ibid., 211.
~., 211; Beveridge, 183.
Be'V'eridge'~183.

Appeal to the People of the United States by the Independent
Democrats in Congress.

A
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the settlement of the West under the principles of local self government.
It was practically impossible for him to make public the connection between
the Pacific railroad and the organization of Nebraska.
northern route was to antagonize the South.

To advocate a

To favor a Chioago terminal
~

was to saorifice the interests of his southern constituents.

By promoting

a st. Louis terminal he sacrificed his own interests as well as those of
84
his northern constituents.
After lengthy and exhausting debates the bill passed the Senate shortl
after five o'clock on the mOrning of March
three to one.

4~

1854 by a majority of almost

Frenzied opposition in the House threatned to defeat

the neoessary leadership was provided by Douglas.

Beveridge says,

moment of that desperate struggle found him in the

House~

inspiring~ direoting.1I85

but

~ery

counselling.

The passage of the bill by a majority of thirteen

rewarded his efforts and President Pierce
bri~

it~

sig~ed

the document that was to

so muoh oondemnation upon the "Little Giant" of Illinois.
84. Beveridge, 171 - footnote
85. ~.~ 216-217.
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CHAPTER V
DOUGLAS AND TEE SLAVERY ISSUE IN ILLINOIS 1854-1861
The repeal of the Missouri Compromise on May 30, 1854 was a great shock
to the people of Illinois.

For weeks before the Kansas-Nebraska Act was

..

passed expressions of indignation were registered through the press and at
numerous mass meeting..

Chioago was partioularly active in this respect.

Months before, a Chioago paper had disoussed the proposed law as a bid of
Senator Douglas for the Presidenoy.
~

was

up~

Id in Chioago.

2

1

The argument; of the

~

York Evening

It had deo1ared that the Compromise of 1850

should in no way be applied to Nebraska, beoause that measure had been
formulated to settle a diffioulty pertaining to the area which had been
acquired from Mexioo.

Senator Dixon, who had proposed the amendment to al-

law the people in a territory to deoide the slaver.y problem for themselves,·
3
reoeived his share of critioism.
Until August 1854 the entire Chioago
press condemned Douglas and the Kansas-Nebraska Act.

At that time,however,

a Washington journalist, James W. Sheahan, established the Chioago Times.
whioh beoame so friendly to Douglas that he was said to be its owner.
Resolutions adopted during the months

~ediately

4

preceding the signing

of the obnoxious law were no less indioative of bitter opposition toward it.
At a meeting held in Chioago in February 8, 1854 there were passed resoluof those
•
3.

4.

83

resent are

84"

tersely stated in the following brief passage:
That the passage of the (Nebraska) bill for the
repeal or molestation of the Missouri Compromise,
will destroy the harmony whioh now exists between
the north and the south, oreate.seotional
dis....
turbanoes and perpetual agitation of questions
whioh have heretofore been regarded as settled by
the unanimous oonsent of the nation. 5
Their hostility prompted them to virtual

1,

demand the Legislature to
instruot the Illihois delegation in Congress to oppose the bill. 6
This hostile spirit of indignation existed not only in Chioago, for
anti-Nebraska meetings were oalled throughout the state during Maroh and
April of that year.

1

One

in Freeport pledged the organization of a new

party to oppose the extension of slavery through the abrogation of the
Missouri Compromise or the annexation of more slave territory.

8

Later on in

the summer after the passage of the law an assembly in Kane County resolved:
We, the people of Kane oounty in mass oonvention
assembled irrespeotive of party, in view of the
long oontinued enoroaohments of the slave power,
oulminating at last in the repeal of the law of
freedom in all the hitherto unorganized territories
of the Union, will oooperate with the friends of
freedolll throughout the State in an effort to bring the
government baok to just principles; to restore
Kansas and Nebraska to the position of free territories; to repeal the fugitive slave law; to
restriot slavery to the States in whioh it exists;
to prohibit the admission of a~ more slave States
in the Union; to exolude slavery from all the
territories over whioh the general government has
exolusive jurisdiotion; resist the aoquirements
of all¥ new, slave territory, and the repeal of the
inhuman and barbarous blaok laws of this State. 9
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

About the same time a Dupage County Free Demooratio oonvention at
Davidson and Stuve, 639.
Harris, 189; Davidson and Stuve, 639.
Davidson and stuve, 641.
Ibid., 641.
Ibid., 641.
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Wheaton declared that a new party was necessary in order to recapture
10
liberty as the basis for govermnent.
To face the criticism and the wrath of his constituents Senator Stephen
A. Douglas returned to his home in Chicago duting August.

He was not there

long when he announced that he would address his fellow citizens at the
North Market Hall on the evening of September 1.

Rhodes expressed Douglas'

position rather mildly when he said. "Rarely ~s it been the lot of a
senator to speak to a more discontented orowd than he oonfroJIbed that
night."

11

The press had been busily engaged in promoting agitation and

resentment.

Especially oaustic in its attaok was the Tribune. but another

paper as well deo1ared that Mr. Douglas had organized a bodyguard of five
hundred armed Irishmen who were to prevent Americans from partioipating in
12
the :meeting and to maintain si1enoe while he spoke.
It was also told
that every revolver and pistol in the city was sold with large orders
remaining unfilled.

Throughout Chioago and northern Illinois public opin-

ion was molded to expeot violenoe and armed foroe on the evening of Douglas'
address.

Then, too, Douglas. from !me to time during the preoeding months

had aroused the hostility of various groups in his state.
On

Maroh14,l854 a memorial signed by 3050

oler~n

of New England had

been presented in the Senate in protest of the Kansas-Nebraska Bill.

It

was based upon the Appeal of Chase and Sumner and drew bitter denunoiation
13
from Douglas.
Copies of this memorial were sent to the ministers in the
North.

When Chioago newspapers began to publish the debate over the New

England olerioal protest, twenty-five ministers of that oity signed a
10. Harris, 190.
11. James Ford Rhodes,History of the United States from the Compromise of
1850" Harper and Brothers."1feWYork, 1893. p.61:-- --

-
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similar dooument.

.'

Douglas again attaoked olerioal interference in

politics and government, but the attack served only to strengthen their
deter.mination to oppose him and his polioy.

Voioes from many pulpits be-

came a great foroe in the establishment of a new party, and throughout
Illinois the majority of olergymen supported the side of whioh Lincoln was
14
soon to beoome the leader.
On July 4, Douglas had delivered a speeoh.n Philadelphia in which he
denounced the Know Nothings, a sort of secret organization formed as a
result of the inoreased immigration from Europe.

It sponsored a movement

against Roman Catholics, foreigners, and finally slavery, and was most
active in large cities.

Hence his Philadelphia denunoiation served to

disgruntle the members of the organization not only in Chioago but throughout Illinois. 15 The anti-slavery people were aroused over the repeal of the
Missouri Compromise, and the commercial interests, captains, engineers,
deckhands, and longshoremen resented his having voted against the River and.....
16
Harbor bill of 1854.
The Germans in Illinois were among the first to positively oppose the
17
Kansas-Nebraska Aot.
On Maroh 16, 1854, they held a mass meeting in
South Market Hall in Chioa 0 where vigorous sentiments against the re a1
cont nued rom p.S
avidson an Stuve, 640-64 ; Bever~dge, 2 1.
13. ( "
" " JJeveridge, II, 221.
14. Ibid., 222.
15. Ibtd., 226-227.
16. Ibid., 230; Davidson and Stuve, 640-641.
17. F:r:Herriott, The Germans of Chi oaf0 and Ste*hen A. D0t:las, a pamphlet reprinted from Deutsoh-Imerikin:so~Geso iohtSblat~r Jahrbuoh
der Deutsoh-Amerikanisohen.Historisohen Gesellsohaft von IllinoisJakrgong, 19l2(XII) 1-7.
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of the Missouri Compromise were manifested.

18

.'

Their objeotions were based

direot1y upon their interest in the welfare of the Germans.
the hope ot European

refugees~

The Union was

and they opposed the repeal of the Missouri

Compromise beoause it meant the renewal of the disoussion of slavery whioh
would threaten its stability.

•

The extension of slavery into the West was

distasteful to them beoause they foresaw the degradation of the German
oharaoter as its ultimate result.

The

existe~e

of slave labor in the

West would make ordinary manual labor impossible tor the self-respeoting
German.

Furthermore~

there was a Homestead Bill pending in Congress.

The

Germans were sensitive to the prejudioes exhibited against the toreign born
in general and the Germans in partioular by southern senators and repre19
sentatives who were opposing the homestead bills.
On Maroh

2~

1854 Senator Clayton of Delaward had offered an amendment

to the Kansas-Nebraska bill whioh oonfined the rights of voting and offioe
holding in the territories to United States oitizens.
Shields did not speak against the

amendment~

Senators Douglas ang.

but they did vote against it.

Nevertheless it passed by a vote of 23-21, and thus amended, the bill was
oarried through the Senate.

Both Douglas and Shields voted for the bill

itselt and it appeared that the right of way for slaveholders in the Far
West was a real danger to the Germans and other foreign born. 20

Knowing

these sentiments enables one to better understand the prooeedings ot the
Germans' meeting in South Market Hall in Chioago on Maroh 16.

18. Ibid., p.7.

19. Ibid., p.8.
20. Ibid., p.ll.

Here they
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adopted resolutions condemning the proposed bill and also the leade~s of
the Demooratio party.

One resolution was devoted to Douglas.

It read as

follows:
Resolved, That we especially oonsider Stephen A.
Douglas as an ambitious and a s~erous demagogue,
that we consider him a blemish upon the honor of
the State of Illinois, and deem it our duty to
(do) our best to rid ourselves of him as quick as
possible. 2l
Another condemned the Legislature for "the ·servile manner" in which it
"hurried itself into an endorsement of the Nebraska bill. ,,22

As if it were impossible to overemphasize the resentment of the Ger.man
people towardDouglas a supplementary resolution was introduoed after the
resolutions of the oommittee were adopted.
attitude that prevailed among those present.

It left no doubt oonoerning the
It deolared:

Resolved, That we consider the politioal career
of Senator Douglas is terminated, and that he
is deprived of publio oonfidence and subject to
general indignation, that we donot deem him
worthy any longer to represent the state of
Illinois in Congress and we therefore expect
23
him to resignhis seat in the Senate immediately.
After the meeting a likeness of Douglas, bearing a sign "The Benediot
Arnold of 1854" was oarried into the street.

The procession following it

journeyed by way of Clark and Randolph streets to the Court House Square
where the effigy was burned.

The Tribune reported the affair as one of the

strongest manifestations against

a~

public man in the oity's history.

24

Although Senator Douglas was fearless in answering the olergy of his
own.
21.
22.
23.
24.

oity and of New England, and in denouncing the policies of the Know
Ibid., 16-17.
Ibid., 17.
Ibid., 17.
Ibid., 19.
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However, there were reasons to believe the. t the influential Germans dis25
approved of the effigy burning.
Although Senator Douglas was fearless in answering the clergy of his
own oity and of New England, and in denouncing the policies of the Know
Nothings, he maintained silence as far as the activities of his Ger.man
constituents were oonoerned.

It is believed that Douglas' apprehension of

German opposition prompted him to advise Colonsl Richardson to maneuver
the Kansas-Nebraska bill through the House Without Clayton's Senate amendmente

26

It was against the judgment and oounsel of his olosest friends that
Senator Douglas returned to Illinois to faoe these hostile groups and to
address them in his home oity in defense of the reoent law.

Early in the

afternoon of September 1, the flags on the boats at the dooks were put at
half mast.

Toward evening bells throughout the oity began to toll oontin-

..

uing tofill the air with their mournful sound until Douglas appeared in the
27
square near the Hall.
On acoount of the intense heat the meeting was
held outside, and a huge orowd gathered.
of the Sehator.

In the orowd were very few friends

His approach was greeted with silence but soon the heck-

ling and hissing began.

He made a futile attempt to explain how misunder-

stood was the Kansas-Nebraska Aot.

His denunciations of the Tribune and

of the Know Nothings were drowned in groans, yells, and mocking songs.
After a few hours 28 oeaseless interruption, the Senator left with his few
friends, and made his way to the Tremont House amidst confusion and insult.
The Democratic press of Illinois oondemned the Chicago outrage, but it
r-=2S=-.--....Ib......id., 20.
26. Ibid., 24.
27. Davidson and Stuve, 641; Beveridge,II, 232; Rhodes, 61.
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continued to disapprove the repeal of the Missouri Compromise.

A paragraph

from a letter to the Daily Dem?cratic Press very well expressed the consensus of opinion in that respect.
!hat Judge Douglas has been a most able and distinguished champion in fighting the battles of
democracy - that he has done more to develop the
resources and advance the interests of Illinois
than any other man in the State, I most cordially
admit, and feel grateful to him for it. But that he
and the administration have committed.two great
errors in policy - in their appointments and the
repeal of the Missouri Compromise line - his most
devoted friend cannot with any sincerity deny.29

A convention of anti-Nebraska Democrats of the First Congressional
Distriot gathered at Rockford on September 13, and resolved that the regulation of the territories was clearly within the realm of Congress.

Since

the territories belonged to all the people, to deny Congress that right,
the delegates said, was to deny "popular sovereignty" in its strictest
30
sense.
The press continued to condemn and ridioule Douglas for inoonsistency.
It was pointed out that in his first Nebraska bill he considered the repeal
of the Missouri Compromise a departure from the Compromise of 1850, yet his
31
Because a Richmond paper exalted
second bill provided for that repeal.
Douglas after having attacked General Cass for displaying the same attitude
toward slavery, the Press condluded the deed had been accomplished to court
32
Southern favor.
Neither the Chicago demonstration, the press, nor convention resolutions
discoura ed Senator Dou las. He started on a tour thro hout the state to
28. continued from p.89 Rhodes states it as one hour; Beveridge as
0;
and Davidson and Stuge as four.
29. Daily Democratio Press, September 16,1854.
30. ~., September 19, 1854.
31. ~., September 20, 1854.
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defend the law that had caused so muoh dissension

~thin

Illinois.

found the northern and central counties especially anti-Nebraska.

.'

He

Every-

where he went he was being burned in effigy, and his reception in these
33
areas was very 0001.
His speech was practically the same in every city.

'"

He stressed local self-government as an American principle and enumerated
the benefits that would come to all through the development of the Vlest.
When it came to the slavery issue he pointed olt the sectional nature of
the Missouri Compromise.

Since 1850 he had maintained that while slavery

was excluded from the land north of 360 30' the states to be formed BOuth of
that line were to be '!admitted into the Union with or without slavery as
the people of each state asking admissionmay desire. n34

Furthermore he

tried to emphasize the same idea he had expressed four years before, namely,
that the "laws of nature, of climate, and of produotion" would effectually
35
exo1ude slavery from. the greater part of the Werle
He recalled the
refusal of even the anti-slavery groups to observe that line as well as
his own futile attempts to stop slavery agitation by extending it to the
Pacifio.

He upheld the Compromise of 1850 as the embodiment of a national

rather than a sectional principle and the Kansas-Nebraska Act because it
was the "logical, natural, and necessary application of that princip1e. tt
37
A summary of an artio1e fram the Galena Jeffersonian reported that the
Senator spoke to four or five hundred in that city, giving the same old
s eech whioh it described as a cold, s iritless affair.
cont1nued rom p.
1 ., September 28,
5.
33. Harris, 193.
---34. Globe, 31 Congress, I session, XXII,p.365.
35. Ibid., 370.
36. Beveridge, 235.
37. Daily Democratic Press, November 1, 1854.

36
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In Springfield Douglas reoeived a little better treatment.

~

The State

Fair was in progresswben he arrived and he was met by personal friends and
38
old time delegates.
However, it was interpreted that disapproval existed
39
there too, by the small orowd that gathered to hear him speak.
Douglas never failed to attaok the Know Nothings who were oirou1ating
40
41
the rumors that he advooated Roman Catho1ioism and favored foreigners.
He always insisted that the disorderly
was the work of that organization.
Repub1ioan party.

meeting~f

September 1, in Chioago

He also attaoked the newly formed

In November 1854 this party had e1eoted twenty eight

representatives making an anti-Nebraska majority of eighteen in the Senate
and fifteen in the House and giving them oourage and hope for the 1856
e1eotion.
The press of Chioago oontinued to uphold the anti-Nebraska foroes and
it reoognized Judge Trumbull's eleotion to the United States Senate as a
good sign. 42

An anti-Demooratio paper of Springfield rebuked Douglas for

oalling all who did not approve of "squatter sovereignty" abolitionists and
for avoiding all mention of the existing oonditions in Kansas. 43
Again in September 1855 Douglas toured the oentra1 and southern seotions
44
of Illinois in an attempt to explain his position in regard to slaver,y.
The paper whioh later became the ohief organ of Linooln and his followers
gleefully published disparaging aooounts of his speeches.

In describing

his address in st. Louis it announoed that even the Missouri Demoorat pro38. Harris, 193.
39. ~hi1y Demooratio Press, October 6, 1854
40.
e seoond Mrs. boug1&s was a Catho1io. They were married by the Rev.
J.B. Byrne.
41. Beveridge, 235.
42. Judge Trumbull had spoken against the bill.
43. Editorial in Daily Illinois State Journal, September 19,1855.
44. Harris 196
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nounced it a disappointment and a failure.

45

•
The Southern Illinoisan.

an old Demooratio paper published at Shawneetown. olaimed that Douglas'
tour in the southern part of the state widened the breaoh between himself
and the people, turning many friends into enemies.

"The people, tt it

deolared. ttare satisfied with Douglas' triokery who seoures the appointment
of abolitionists to offioe. assooiates with them, and then goes about the
oountry orying from the stump that the Union

in dallger of being dis46
rupted by the very party whose members it has helped into power."
i~

Opposition in Illinois to the extension of slavery in the territories
oontinued on into 1856.

On February 22, of that year the Anti-Nebraska

Editorial Conventionmet at Deoatur to promote the oooperation and to provid
for the organization of the various elements within the state whioh were
opposed to slavery extension. 47

It reoommended that a delegate oonven48
tion be held in Bloomington on May 29, 1856.
Suoh a oonvention did gathe
there in Major's Ball, but nearly one third of the oounties of tpe state
49
were unrepresented.
It was a mixed gathering, oomprised of groups
suspioious of one another, and in some oases openly antagonistio on all
points exoept opposition toward the extension of slavery. the national
administration, and Douglas.

50

However, the prooeedings were reported as

and out of the oonvention was launohed the Republioan party in
51
Illinois.
The Whig and Know Nothing groups were not wholly absorbed by
ha~onious

the Republioans espeoially in the northern part of the state and while in
southern areas ma
Demoorats oined the new part , the
J.d., oto er 2 ,
~~!!"
Daily Illinois State Journals, September 25, 1855.
John Howard Todd, Illinois ~ Wondrous StOry. Chioago Herald Company,
Chioago, 1914, p.53; Davidson and Stuve, 651.
48. Todd, p.53.
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Democratic ranks were swelled by the addition of many Whigs.

The ~ermaDS

of Madison and St. Clair counties left the Democratio party for the
Republican, but the Whigs of Sangamon, Tazewell, Morgan, and Adams counties
52
joined the Democrats.
This realignment of groups was a sort of culmination of events in Illinois during the previous decade.
About this same time, the Kansas problem became prominent in Congress.
Intense rivalry between

slave~r

and

anti-slave~

men who were attempting to

apply "popular sovereignty" in Kansas resulted in the establishment of two
separate settlements and territorial governments.

Several bills dealing
53
with the difficult problem were presented to Congress.
As the House and
Senate debated the proposed measures James H. Lane, a ounning and resource5
ful emigrant from Indiana to Kansas. '\rought to Washington what he claimed
to be the Free State oonstitution whioh had been adopted by the Free State
Party at Topeka on Ootober 23, 1857.
interlined, and deleted.

Sentences had been soratched out,

.

Douglas to whose oommittee it was referred pointed

out this mutilated condition and branded the dooument a forgery.
55
Republioans did little to defend it, so the Senate ignored it.

The
Tidings

of all sorts of outrages soon emanated from the Kansas Territory and"Bleeding Kansas" beoame a topic of extensive discussion and a souroe of oonsiderable politioal agitation in the free states.

The opposition press in

Illi~

nois indioated that there existed the feeling that ,President Pieroe and
Senator Douglas were largely responsible for oonditions in Kansas. Both
56
men were olassified as "short sighted Eolitioal gamblers,n
and the move49. \oontinued from p.93j1JavJ.dson and stuve, 651;
50. ( n
"
tI
Beveridge, 365.
51. ( I I
n
"Todd, 53; Davidson and Stuve, 652-653.
52. Davidson and Stuve, 654.
53. Beveridgel 336-337.
55. Ibid •• 338.
54. Ibid •• 32~-324.
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ment behind the Kansas-Nebraska Act was aaid to be nothing more than a
plan of Douglas to make Kansas a slave state. 57

The dreadful oonditions

in that state were explained as a portion of the plan to drive out free
58
oitizens.
The Kansas problem gr&w into a party battle for political and eoonomio
advantages, and beoame an important faotor in the ultimate split in the
Demooratio Party.

Beoause the admission of

~as

as a state was sought a

convention was held at Leoompton, Kansas, in the fall of 1857.

The result

was the famous Lecompton Constitution whioh was endorsed by President
Buohanan and his oabinet.

It was submitted to Congress February 2, 1858,

by the President with the reoOlllllendation that the territory of Kansas be
59
admitted as a state under its provisions.
Senator Douglas immediately
60
denounced the dooument
as unfair, illegal, and in direct opposition to
61
his "popular sovereignty" dootrine.
One cannot but admire him for his
stahd.

It was a proslavery oonstitution and its oreators knew that it

would meet with general disapproval if submitted to the voters.
reason they had resorted to fraud.

For that

The people were allowed to vote upon

whether the Lecompton Constitution should be adopted with or without slavery.

The farmer meant that there would be no limit to the number of slaves

brought into Kansas; the latter, that no more slaves oould be brought in,
but that those there would remain.

Outraged by suoh a proposition Free-

Soilers refused to go to the polls and the Constitution was adopted although
56. ~continued i'rom p.94)Edl.torl.al l.n Daily Illinois State Journa.!,July 7,
1856.
57. Ibid., July 8, 1856.
58. Ibid., July 11,1856.
59. iloses, 609.
60. Ibid., 609; Milton, 212
61. Moses, 609.
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less than 7000 votes were cast.

62

The fall eleotion of 1857 gave tte Free

Soil Party a majority in both houses of the territorial legislature, and t
again offered the document to the voters for aoceptanoe or rejection.

This

time the pros1avery men, declaring the second vote was illegal, remained
away from the polls, and the Constitution was defeated by over 10,000 votes.
Senator Douglas went to Washington in November 1857.

He called on

Buohanan and advised him not to submit this COllltitution to Congress.
Buohanan asked Douglas to say nothing about it until after the arrival of
the news of the Kansas election.

Douglas, in turn, asked him to withhold

his recommendation also until after returns on the vote were published.

The

President insisted that he must reoommend it in his message, to whioh Mr.
Douglas replied that he would denounce it as soon as it was read.

Buchanan,

angered by Douglas' defiant manner, reminded him of the two Democratic
senators who had dared to differ with Andrew

Jackso~

"He said 'Mr. Douglas,

I desire you to remember that no Democrat ever yet differed from an
Administration of his own choice without being crushed.' Douglas answered.
'Mr. President, I wish you to remember that General Jackson is dead.,n 63
64
The Northerners were delighted at Douglas' stand,
and the party
65
heralded him as a champion of fair play.
The Germans of Chicago held
66
mass meetings to express their pride in him and a gathering at Springfield
on January 13,1858 endorsed Douglas' position in the Senate. Similar meet62. Arthur Meier Schlesinger, Political ~Socia1 Histoib of ~ United
States, ~-~. The Maomillan Company, New York, 928, p.154.
63. Milton, p.273.
64. Ibid., p.279.
65. Cole, p.157.
66. Milton, p.279.
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ings as well as formal oonventions were held in near,ly every oounty ion
Illinois.

Again and again resolutions disapproving the admission of Kansas

under the Leoompton Constitution were adopted. 67

The northern oounties

were deoidedly on the side of Douglas, but there was a wavering runong his
southern oonstituents.

However, meeting held at the oounty seat of Effing-

ham County on January 8, 1858, adopted the following:

Resolved, That in our able and distinguished
Senator, Stephen A. Douglas, we reclgnize the
champion of egual rights and popular sovereignty, who
by his reoent position in regard to the Kansas Constitution has signified in an unmistakable manner
his honest devotion to the true principles of the
Democratic dootrine of self-government, and that we
are proud to tender him an expression of our approval
of his present oourse, and of' our determination to
give him our hearty support. 68
From the north end of the state came a similar expression when the
Kane County Democrats met at the Geneva Court House on January 20, 1858.
One seotion of the resolutions adopted by them read:
Resolved, That the position of the Honorable
Stephen A. Douglas in opposing the admission of
Kansas under the Lecompton Constitution, as it
is about to be presented to Congress is that of
the consistent friend of "popular sovereignty; It
that his oourse meets with a hearty response from
the Democracy of Old Kane; and we hereby pledge
ourselves to stand by him against all assaults from
whatever source they may come. 69
These and similar testimonies of sentiment indicated that Senator
Douglas was onoe more heartily approved by large numbers in his State.
Demooratio press was also again on his side. 70
ton Constitution Ste hen A. Dou
e, p. 9.
68. Daily Chioago Times, January 2~, 1858
69. Ibid., January 23, 1858.
70. C'C:ii"e, p.l57.
67.

0

The

By his defiant opposition
roved rather conclusivel ,

98
it would seem, that his "popular sovereigntytl theory was baaed upon 6'Undamental principle and sincerity.

Had he really desired to court the favor

of the South by encouraging the extension of slavery in the territories
there was his opportunity.

But instead, he dared to break with the

.....,

Administration in an effort to prevent the perpetration of a fraud upon
the rights of the people.
Republicans.

This defianoe had caused rejoicing among the

.

Those in the East thought they saw a ohance of winning him ov-

er to their party, but the leading Illinois Republicans made no advance in
this direction.

They foresaw a split in the Demooratic Party and laid plans

to benefit thereby. 71

The Republican press of Illinois and elsewhere

vied with the Democratic press in issuing statements of ridicule, scorn
and abuse, and the campaign of 1858 became one of the greatest political
72
battles ever waged in Illinois.
Douglas was the only choice of his party
73
in 1858 when he became a candidate for reelection.
This campaign brought
forth the famous Linooln-Douglas debates so familiar to all.

Lincoln

sought to embarrass Douglas over his endorsement of the Dred Scott decision.
The Illinois Senator had oritioised the oouncil of Chicago for denouncing
74
the Dredd Scott deoision.
Mr. Lincoln pointed out that by this deoision
slavery was made lawful in the territories and could easily be made lawful
in all the states.

In answer to this Douglas repeated the argument he had

frequently made during the previous ten years.

A slaveholder's right was

worthless without friendly local legislation and adequate looal police proteotion.

He maintained that if the people of a Territory wanted slavery,

they would soon pass the neoessary laws for its regulation, but if they did
71. Chioago Daily Times, February 3, 1858; Milton, p.280.
72. Harris, 219; Beveridge, 507-509.
73. Ibid., p.207-213.
74. Carr, p.44.
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not want it they could withhold legislation and make it "as dead as if
prohibited by a oonstitutional prohibition."75
Stephen A. Douglas was reeleoted United States Senator by a vote of
54 to 46.

Although the Republioans won the State ticket the Democrats

oontrolled the Legislature, and the Douglas Demoorats greatly outnumbered
the Buohanan Democrats.

Gerrymandering and oareful party organization were

said to be responsible for this.
remained strong in his state.

76

However, Dqpglas' personal popularity

Many who opposed slavery remembered his con-

demnation of the Lecompton Constitution and supported him.

77

Illinois between Douglas and the Administration continued.

The fight in

Each group chose

a full delegation to represent the state at the National Convention at
Charlestoh. 77
Douglas.

The South was determined to end the party leadership of

Forty-five of the extreme Southern delegates withdrew and after

ten stormy days the convention adjourned on
June 7.

l~y

3 to meet at Baltimore on

At Baltimore the opposition was as violent as it had been at

Charleston.

More Southern delegates withdrew.

This left matters in the

hands of his supporters, and Douglas was declared nominated.

The opposition

forces, however, soon held a rival oonvention and nominated John C. Breckin78
ridge of Kentuo~ for President.
The "Little Giant" paid dearly for his independent attitude toward the
Administration and his defiance of party disoipline, for the split in the
Democratic ranks oost him the Presidenoy.

Disappointing as this must have

been to one so politioally ambitious, defeat did not embitter him.
75. Ibid., 81-82.
76. Harris, p.220.
77. Beveridge, p.704.
78. Carr, p.96-97.

Defeated,
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he was ready to support and defend the Union and the Constitution
ardently as he had done as a victor.
a few days before his inauguration.

.'

a~

Abranrum Lincoln arrived at Washington
Douglas oalled upon him at Willard's

Hotel, and the two prominent figures from Illinois spent a half hour
together.

Upon leaving, Douglas took Lincoln's hand and said, "You and I

have been for

ma~

years poli tioally opposed to each other, but in our

devotion and attachment to the Constitution an; Union we have never differed ~ in this we are one - this must and shall not be destroyed.,,79
Douglas went forth to continue his efforts to end the national crisis
by compromise.

He had made

h~s

last speech in Congress on January 3,1861.

In it he summarized the origin and progress of the slavery agitation in the
United states from 1789 to 1861, and then made a final plea to preserve the
Union.

"In my opinion," he said,"we have reached a point where disunion is

inevitable, unless some oompromise founded on mutual concession, can be
made.

I prefer compromise to war.

of the Union.

I prefer concession to a dissolution

When I avow myself in favor of compromise, I do not mean that

one side should give up all that it has claimed,nor that the other side
should give up everything for which it has contended.

Nor do I ask any man

to come to my standard; but I simply say that I will meet

~

one half way

who is willing to preserve the peace of the oountry, and save the Union
80
from disruption upon principles of compromise and concession. ff
He begged for a oompromise that would reach beyond party politics.
the Republicans he said:
79. Milton, p.545.
80. Douglas' last speeoh in Congress in Carr, p.252.
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Why cannot you Republicans aocede to the reestablish-

ment and extension of the Missouri Compromise line?
You have sung paeans enough ih its praise, and
uttered imprecations and curses enough upon my head
for its repeal, one would think, to justify you now
in claiming a triumph by its reestablishment. If you
are willing to give up your party feelings - to sink
the partisan in the patriot -and help me to reestablish and extend that line, as a perpetual bond of
peace between the North and the South, I will promise
you never to remind you in future of your denunciations
of the Missouri Compromise, so long as I was supporting
it, and of your praises of the irlame measure when we
removed it from the statute book, after you had
oaused it to be abandoned, by rendering it impossible
for us to carry it out. I seek no partisan advantage;
I desire no personal triumph. I am willing to let
by-gones be by-gones with every man who in this
exigency will show by his vote that he loves his
country more than his party.al
The spirit pervading this final plea guided the activities of Douglas
throughout the spring of 1861.

He supported the Crittenden Compromise and

also submitted a plan of his own based on the doctrine of non-intervention
and "popular sovereignty."a2
Early in February 1861 many signspointed to danger in Illinois.

Secret

meetings were being held, and the Governor was informed of a growing sentiment toward disunion.

A mass meeting in Pope County declared itself for

the right of seoession, and a gathering at Marion in Williamson County on
April 15 pledged that it would aid in bringing about a division in the
state which would join southern Illinois with the southern oonfederacy.

83

It was also said that several leading Demoorats were advocating seoession
84
for that same section of the state if the issue oame to war.
Reports of these ominous conditions in his state reached Stephen A.
Douglas, and he deoided that he would be more useful to the cause at home
81. Ibid., 270.
83. Ibid., 260.
82. CO"i'e, 257.
84. Ib'i'd., 260.
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than he was in Washington.
of the Illinois Legislature.

Governor Yates had oalled a speoial session
Lanphier and other Douglas Democrats tele-

graphed the Senator that for grave reasons he ought to be in Springfield w
85
the Legislature convened.
He arrived in tha~ city on April 25 and that
"7

evening his earnest and passionate plea for unity within his state aroused
wild enthusiasm in the orowded Hall of Representatives.
applauded by men of all parties.

His speech was

He was againtthe leader in his own state,

pleading the cause of liberty and justioe in a way that prompted John
86
Wentworth to oompare him to Patriok Henry.
He appealed to his oonstituents' loyalty, pointing out to them that there was no middle ground.
must be either a patriot or a traitor.

87

One

It is said that the personal

foroe of the "Little Giant", together with his firm stand toward the
neoessity of saving the Union, prevented oivil war in Illinois, and put
88
50,000 men in the Union Army from his state alone.
Aocording to the
Douglas frunily records it was the influenoe of the Illinois Senator whioh •
89
dissuaded Ulysses S. Grant from aooepting a Confederate commission.
From Springfield Douglas traveled on to his home in Chioago.

There, at

National Hall on May 1, 1861, he delivered the last speeoh of his life.

He

oensured disunionists for breaking up "the best Gover.wnent on whioh the sun
of heaven ever shed its rays" because of dissatisfaotion regarding a
Presidential eleotion.

There had never been a time, he exolaimed, "from.

the day that Washington was inaugurated first President of these United
States, when the rights of the Southern States stood firmer under the laws
of the land, than they do now; there never was a time when they had not as
85. Milton, 564.
88. Milton, 566.
86. Ibid., 565-566.
89.
D?uglas ' last speeoh from a oolleo87. M'O"Ses, 643.
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good cause for disunion as they have tOday.n

89

To his listeners

~

Chioago he repeated what he had maintained in Springfield - there was no
middle ground.

He thanked God that Illinois was not divided, and thereby

carried with him those constituents who had wavered.

."

He warned them that

only by laying aside party dissension and by nclosing up the ranks" would
Illinois prevent war upon its own soil.

"Vfuile there was a hope of peace,"

he said, "I was ready for a reasonable sacrif\ce or compromise to maintain
it.

But when the question comes of war in the cotton fields of the South
90
or the corn fields of Illinois, I say the farther off the better."
These last addresses contain no suggestion of bitterness nor desire for

revenge.

The crowds, generous with applause and praise, laid aside person-

al prejudices and centered their efforts upon the preservation of the
Union.

The Democratic party in the North was fired with the enthusiasm of

its great leader so that it ceased to express any regards for the rights of
the Southerners, nor any sympathy with their movement toward secession.

91

The severe mental and physical strain of the last few years had so worn
down the resistance of Senator Douglas that he was unable to withstand the
fever that attacked him a few days after his memorable appearance before
his fellow-citizens in Chicago.

On June 3, 1861, he passed away at the
92
old Tremont House where he had made his home.
The name of Douglas had

become a powerful foroe throughout the United States.

There were many who

thought that he belonged to the nation and should, therefore, be buried in
the nation's ca ital, but Illinois leaders wuuld consent to no suoh arrange89. continued from p. 102 the Chicago Historical Sooiety Librar,y, 1.
89.
90. Ibid., 1-2.
91.
140.
92. Leonard W.Volk,History 2!~Douglas Monument!i Chicago, Chioago Legal

carr,
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He belonged to Illinois, the state he had ohosen for his heme;

the state he had so well represented in the Congress of the United states.
He had been ever mindful of the interests and welfare of his oonstituenoy,
and only onoe did his polioies and efforts run oounter to those of the
great majority ot Illinois oitizens.

But nothIng in his politioal career,

betore or after the passage of the Kansas-Nebraska Act, points to ins inoerity in his promotion of local selt-government.

•

He had repeatedly main-

tained that the Missouri Compromise "neither ourtailed nor extended slavery
94
one inch. 1t
His desire to make Chioago a great railroad oenter through
the opening up of the western territories was in keeping with all his
efforts as a loyal citizen ot that city.
For this one offense, however, his people had forgiven him, and at the
time ofhis death they were ready to oonfer upon him every honor and token
of respeot.

His remains lay in state in Bryant Hall from Tuesday until

Thursday during which time 70:'000 persons passed his bier in respeotful
silence.

On

Friday, the day of his burial, all business in Chioago was

suspended for the day.

The entire oity was in mourning.

Bells throughout

the oity tolled and the shots of guns resounded intermittently as a
95
prooession of about 10,000 marohed the four miles to his grave.
He was
buried at Oakenwald, his estate, where he had hoped to build a home for his
96
.
. .
dec 11n1Dg ears.
A lot s1xteen feet s uare was marked oft and inolosed
9
continued trom p
News Company, Chioago, 1880, p.8.
93. Milton, 569.
94. Globe, 31 Congress, 1 session, Appendix, XXII, 370.
95. Milton, 569.
96. Volk, k; Milton, 569.
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by a rough board fence.

During the session of 186&-1865 the Legisl.ture of

Illinois started prooeedings to purchase the site of his grave.

On 1furch

1, 1865, it reoeived from his widow a deed for this site for which it paid

$25,000.

97
~

On June 3, 1868 his remains were taken from the ground and placed in a
sarcophagus, the marble in which had been brought from Rutland County,
98
Vermont, his native state.
This monument is .located on the north side of
·
Th ~rty-fifth
Street just west of the

.

Illino~s

•

Centra 1 Railroad. 99

Standing

aloft on the monument is a bronze figure of the "Little Giant" of Illinois
overlooking the railroad he had helped to secure and the vast city whioh
had
97.
98.
99.

ever been the objeot of his devotion.
Volk, p.27.
Ibid., p.86.
Ibid., p.123.
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